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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community

Newspaper
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In Murray and
Calloway County
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Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Press International

In Our 92nd Year

Search For Missing
Hazel Man Continues

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, January 18, 1971
LETTERS'EDITORi

Vol. LXXXXII No. 14

10. Per Copy

Large Quantity Of Drugs
Stolen From Clinic Here

Dear Editor:
Because of the previous letters
In your column "Letters to the
Editor" I would like to add the
following:
Dear School Board:.
The tweet* far Porter he failed to return from a hunting the women if Bassi.,
Please remember this when the
Bramlett, Jr., ofliezel was still trip.
morning a "hot soup line" was vote is taken. It is not only your
continuing at 10:45 this morning The Murray Rescue Squad and started for the benefit of the
Seven Murray Students
duty to educate the students of
by over three hundred men from the Henry County Rescue Squad, searchers.
Calloway County High inCalloway County and Henry along with other volunteers, The missing man is an em- tellectually, but also socially
Elected, Honor Society
County.
.
started the search for Bramlett ployee of the Parker Food before they leave your protective
Seven Murray students have
Bramlett, age 27, was reported at seven p.m. Sunday.
Market in Murray. He left home halls. And the education of the
been elected to the Kentucky
missing by his parents, Mr. and
The Paris Rescue Squad had Sunday at 2:30 p.m. with a target student's parents must also fall
Alpha Chapter of Alpha Chi A breakin occurred at the entrance of the pharmacy where
Mrs. Porter Bramlett, Sr., of
two bloodhounds with them, but pistol and shotgun. His parents as your responsibility.
Honor Society at Murray State Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc., on a dutch door was used. The
Hazel on Sunday about dark when
Thank you
the dogs could not pick up became concerned when he did
University, of which three have Saturday night, according to the subject used an object to pry the
not return home at dark and
Miss Jane Peterson
Bramlett's trail.
been named officers of the report made to the Murray Police top of the door to gain entrance,
•
Both squads along with other asked for help in finding him.
By Dwain McIntosh
society.
Department by Dr. Ray Ammons according to Sgt. Spann's report.
volunteers from the area sear- Cy Miller of Hazel told the Dear Editor:
"Insight 1971" at Murray State John Hodge, senior history
'The subject then proceeded to
Sunday at 10:46 a.m.
on
editoral
of
January
13,
Your
ched the west side of Hazel unttl, Ledger & Times at 11 a.m, today
University, a three-day lecture major, has been named president Stolen from the clinic were open the safe where a number of
GOncerning the Senior Prom,do
that
the
Marshall
and
Gray
five a.m. this morning when the
series sponsored by the student of the society. Donald R. Maley, approximately $500 worth of narcotics were stored. The
search was stopped. The search County Rescue Squads had been not give due consideration to
government, will feature Dr. a senior music major, is the drugs and all the money in the person or persons succeeded in
in the question.
things
involved
called
in
to
help
in
the
search.
began again at seven a.m, today
Charles G. Hurst, Jr., and Dr. newly-elected delegate and Jo drink, cigarette, and candy opening the safe by ripping off
with over three hundred persons Also at the scene are two Ken- Whether you have seen anything Sainuel -r; Hayakawa—both Ellen Maskew, senor English machines,according to the police the outer part of the safe by using
tucky Highway patrolmen who "wrong or sinful in a well college presidents—and con- and art major, has been named
participating in the search.
a heavy instrument and chissels
report.
are questioning the residents chaperoned senior prom" does
A Calloway County School bus trying to ascertain in what not really settle the issue. I troversial attorng William treasurer. Other new members In the investigating report to cut the welder of the outer part
Our good buddy Mr. James B.
Donna
include
Murray
from
was brought to the scene this direction Bramlett left to tesa question whether or not the Kunstler.
filed by Sgt. Dale SPann of the and also cutting the dial off the
Curd sends us the following
Scheduled March 29-31 in the Honchul, senior home economics Police Department, he said the safe, according to the report.
Morning to transport the men to hunting Sunday.
typical
school
dance
will,
or
can
thoughts: "The Book of Books,
areas to be searched. The tem- Two American Red Cross 'bre properly chaperoned. The university auditorium, the third major; Andrea Kemper, senior subject or subjects gained en- After gaining entrance to the
they are all in one. They tell us of
annual symposium will be English and drama major; Gary trance to the clinic by breaking a safe the subject took apperature was 27 degrees and the workers are at the scene helping thoughts can not be chaperoned
.
God's only Son. We know that
roads were slick due to the ice with the serving and other ways or the actions after the dance is focused on--a—theme 'el "The Pendergraff, senior biology window on the west side of the proximately 100 ampules of
every word is true. They all are
Student—Protest, Politics, major; and Phillip Kim Smith,
and snow.
.
in which they are needed. The over or in cases where couples Reforms" Hugh Griffith, a junior physics and math major. building. The window is hidden Demerol containing 2 cc of 100
for me and all for you. His Blood
from a person's view by an air
During
the
leave
before
the
dance
is
over.
long vigil on Sun- women of Hazel are bringing food
i Continued on Page Eight)
was shed upon the tree. It was for
sophomore from Warren, Mich., Tpbe eligible for this scholastic conditioner sitting on the outside
day night doughnuts and coffee to the City Hall for the persons Even you state that "at Most any
you and is for me."
is the program
committee honor, a junior must have an of the window on the ground.
were served at the City Hall by involved in the search.
dance...there are those Who
chairman.
overall grade average of 3.8 and a After entering the clinic the
abuse the privilege and use the
Noting that the purpose of the senior must achieve an overall person or persons then went doten
event for their own purposes."
Thanks Mr. Curd. It's good to
series is te, expose students to grade average of 3.6 out of a a hall where five vending'
Since, as you say, "this problem*.
hear from you again. Here's
prevalent- ides in today's possible 4.0 scale.
machines were sitting. The
will
never
be
overcome,"
hoping you have a good year.
society, Griffith atictthe lectures
subject broke into three of the
wouldn't it happen at Calloway
"represent an opportunity °tithe—
_Row _pRosaffeED
machines, one _CocaCti*----401Sr
also?
—
campus for education in its'truest (FHTNC) VIETNAM—Marine Cigarette, and, one candy, the The Blood River Baptist board
Mr.
Editor,
if
you
will
consider
We enjoy watching _our White
Two wrecks occurred on U. S. morning by hospital officials.
form."
Williatte-kk Ross, son of Mr. report said.
has gone-on record as opposing
Crowned Sparrow. He's real Highway 641• North at the Coles Kentucky State Trooper some of the problems that have Hurst, president of Maleolm X
anditirs, W. H.'Ross of Route 2, After breaking into the vending dancing at Calloway County High
sharp. He is sparrovrish as one Camp Ground Crossing on Charles Stephenson investigated occured at other places in con- i'ollege,
and
Hayakawa, Murray, Vr
promoted to his machines, the thief or thieves School according to an unsigned
would think, but more refined Saturday about noon with in- the collision between a 1962 nection with the school dance you president of San Francisco State
present rankhile serving-with turned down another hall to the letter from Calvin C. Wilkins,
might
see
.
things
a
little
difthan the common Sparrow. ,lie juries being reported to several Chevrolet driven by Mrs. Stanley
' College, will both speak March the Force ogisticIexzinand in
Moderator and Terry M. Sills,
ferently. In the-Oct. 26, 1970 issue
has a solid white stripe dowe the persons.
Dennis of Dexter Route One, and of The Paris Post-fatelligencer (Continued on Page Eight)
Vietnam.
Assistant Clerk of the board. The
center of his head, a black one o0!i
Hospitalized in the, first a 1967 Datsun driven by Colson.
meeting was held on January 14
each side, then another white, collision that occurred at 11 a.m. Mrs. Dennis' two children, ages you will find the following report,
a e
.
at the First Missionary Baptist
then another black. He is buffy to was Frank Colson, age 50, of three and ten, were in the car ch-Nainrgeesperrargingwerferoamrrverilatiln
Church in Benton.
underneath
with
... pearly gray
Murray Route Two who sustained with her, but the three of them
The release from the board is
of
the
beer
law,
disorderly
lighter colored wings than the two fractured ribs. He was ad- were reported not injured.
_
as follows:
regular Sparrow His mate is mitted to the Murray-Calloway Trooper Stephenson said Mrs. conduct, interferring with an
"To express oar disfavor with
has brown and butt stripes on her County Hospital and is reported Dennis- war seina.acealtan U. S. officer, public profanity,
Two titre were involved in a thiiproposed*Ow Prom that is
assault on an officer later
head.
in satisfactory condition this Highway 641 when Colson came
sales scheme that saddles through word-of-mouth ad traffic collision at the in- under consideiation by the
night during an incident at Grove
out of the Coles Camp Ground Junior High School. The school participants with over-priced vertising and shared by par tersection of North 8th and Olive Calloway County Board of
Streets on Sunday at 2:27 pro No Education, for -the Calloway
Road into the path of the Dennis' was the site of the 1970 Henry merchandise—the
chain ticipants.
Eight Doves sitting on the fence.
car. Damage to the Dennis car County High School Homecoming referral—again is being revived, All a prospect has to do is injuries were reported in the County High School."
They were spaced evenly apart.
was on the front and to the Colson dance." Also in a Memphis paper the Murray Chamber of Come provide a list of a dozen or more accident report filed by the This action was approved
Each bird must have enough
names of friends or neighbors. Murray Police Department.
car, on the left side.
unanimously, with -.the in- ,
of Feb. 11, 1968 you will find an merce warned ,today.
room as Ardery explained in his
Colson was charged with article concerning a decision In violation of postal fraud and For each person on the list who Involved were a 1966 Plymouth structions that copies of this
"Territorial Imperative".
Ira Ward of Murray is now driving while intoxicated, ac- made by the Memphis, Ten- lottery statutes, the chain buys the product, the prospect two door driven by Alan J. action be sent to various news
serving a term in the City Jail cording to Trooper Stephenson. nessee School Board and prin- referral
scheme
induces will receive a commission of $50 Silverman of Albany, N. Y., and a media.'
after being sentenced by City
The other accident occurred a cipals of the junior and senior otherwise prudent people to in- or more. In this way, they get the 1968 Ford hardtop driven by No mention was made by the
This idea of proper spacing is an Judge William Donald Overbey short time later while the
vest after hearing rosy promises article free. The promoter says Willodean Eldridge McKinney of board of dancing at Murray High
interesting subject. Reading the in the Friday afternoon session of wreckers were getting the cars high schools to cease the sponby high-pressure salesmen, some participants have made 510 North 7th Street, Murray.
School.
sorship
of
dances
in
the
schools.
other day about it, Maybe it was Murray City Court.
from the first wreck out of the The UPI release states, "The according to the Council of Better $1,200 or more in eight weeks, Police said Mrs. McKinney,
Ardery again. Anyway the writer Ward had been charged with highway and area.
Business Bureaus, of which the even as much as $3,5130 in six going south on North 8th Street,
pointed out that if you "obtaining communications Involved were a Ford truck dances had become too difficult Chamber is a member.
failed to see the Silverman car
months.
to
superivse
and
control.
Many
of
walk into an office and the office service by fraud in violatioa of driven by Charles Hopkins of
The catch is that the prospect, going west on Olive Street, and
The theme works this way:
the
students
were
leaving
before
is small,the lady at the telephone KRS 435-5101" by the city law, Dexter and a Pontiac driven by
collided.
the dances were over, holding The promoter says that savings after listening to the promoter's the two cars
feels constrained to converse officials. He pleaded guilty to the Cliff Campbell of Murray.
the -Plymouth was
entire
Damage_
to
take
an
which
may
pitch,
passed
are
along
because
the
parties of their own after the
The Music Department of Hie
with you to some extent. However charge and was sentenced to six
‘is urged toshow his good on the right front and to the Ford
Hospitalized was Mrs. Charles dances and going off to such millions that ordinay would be evening
Murray
Woman's Club will have
if the office is large and the months in city jail with five ( Mary Hopkins who suffered a
front.
the
left
spent on advertisag are saved faith-.by signing. an installment on
a potluck dinner meeting for
visitors seats are way across the months being suspended on back injury and is listed in places as Sardis Lake ( Miss.
immediately.
contract
members and guests at the club
room, she feels as though she condition that restitution of $63.09 satisfactory condition this "For the past four or five years
The end result is that the
house on Tuesdsyl January 19, at
must do nothing more than to nod is made to the South Central Bell morning by officials at the there haven't been any senior
a Rescue Squad Answers
signing
winds
up
prospect
proms in most of the schools,"
hello and direct you to your seat. Telephone Company when the
conditional sales contract and
"They have had senior banquets
i Continued on Page Eight)
Call on Sunday Morning 6:Mr
'
Noffsinger and Mrs.
3° P
s.m.
becomes obligated to -pay an
thirty days have been served,
instead at which they would
Nolp,fiarvey will present the
Miss
Barbara
Sledd,
daughter
he
something
price
for
inflated
records.
according to court
present awards."
The Murray Rescue Squad
gram on "Kentucky Music
Then too the situation dictates
of Mr. and Mrs Henry Sledd, would not ordinarily buy. The
What assurance do we have
answered a call to the trailer and Folklore".
what the proper space is between The charge against Ward was
Dodson Avenue, Murray, will be promised commissions do not
that similar problems would not
home of Bill Fortner yesto,rditir Hostesses for the meeting are
human beings. On the sidewalk or made on November 19, 1970, after
installed as worthy advisor of materialize and the victim must
happen here? No one can give
morning about 10:35 a.m.,Astnall Mesdames Charles Simons,
in a store, you keep space bet- an affidavit was sworn before
Murray Assembly No 19 Order of pay the monthly installments out
such assurance. This is a moral
wooden building hefide the Josiah Darnall, Keith Hays,
ween yourself and another City Judge Overbey by Harold L.
the Rainbow for Girls on of his own pocket. If payments
and spiritual issue and we cannot
trailer was on fire, the fire ap- James Carlin, Leo Blair, Millard
person, backing away if they get Wiley, state security supervisor
TuesdeA-nlanuary 19, at seven are not met, suit is instituted.
parently ,Fsigted by short- Carman,
Harold Gish, and James
Lassi
too close or moving to one side or for South Central Bell, on that On January 4, the Calloway overlook the dangers involved. p.m. at the Masonic Hall
Here's how to spot the sales
date.
We
are
living
in
an
even
age
when
circuited
another But if you are in a
is
a
sophomore
The
Murray
girl
Board
of
Education
County
referral schemes
Minim(umi
damage
was
tan- at
members are urged to
crowded elevator, and you are In the affidavit Wiley "says on adopted a resolution to the FisCal religious people's moral
Murray. Bigh
hod All A friend or neighbor urges you
to the building.
attAll
end.
jammed up against other people, September 6, 1970, Ira Ward Court asking that .4. Spect • ds are often very low. Bu: our members_ire.iirged to attend.
Continued
on
Page
Figuryou resign yourself to the obtained communication service Building Fund tax of .13c per Creator has set up moral
situation, and although you do not of the South Central Bell $100.00 assessed valuation of guidelines for us and whether we
•
Telephone Company by calling
respect them or not they are still
one Jo Ann Johnson in Memphis, property be submitted to the right. We need more people who
(Continued on Page Eight)
Term., by charging said call to voters of the Calloway County deeply respect those guidelines.
phone No. 502-753-3448 which is School District for their approval
Sincerely,
the number of one, Gaylon or disapproval. If approved the
Walter W. Pigg,Jr.
will
be
used
for
the
confunds
Burkeen who did not authorize
P.S. I believe you should print
Unitwd Pr•se I attarmitional
said call nor did he accept the struction of two new elementary this letter that the other side of
responsibility of said charge." schools and upgrading of the the question may be viewed.
CaHoway County High School.
Kentucky: Travelers warning
There is to be an educational Dear Mr. Williams:
today.
portion
south
meeting at the Calloway ,County
I would like to respond to the
Considerable cloudiness and
High School tonight at 7:00 p.m. letter in the January 14th Ledger,
quite cold today with occasional.
A number of local civic leaders written by Mr. Roy Beasley
light snow south ending this afhave been requested to attend concerning dancing at Calloway
ternoon. Generally fair and quite
Seven persons have been cited this meeting which will be held in
County High.
cold tonight and Tuesday. Highs to appear in the Murray City the cafeteria of
the school.
t
Being fairly new in this comtoday 20s to lower Xis. Lows Court this week.
munity, I am continually amazed
tonight 10 to 20. Highs Tuesday
This morning at 2:09 a.m. two
the backwardness and
mainly in the 20s.
persons were cited for petty
of some of the people
reluctance
larceny, today at 7:35 a.m., one
of this area to accept so called
EXTENDED FORECAST
person was cited for public
"new" ideas or changes of any
Extended weather outlook for drunkenness,Sunday at 1:35 a.m.
Kentucky Wednesday through one person was cited for reckless Tommy sown of Hart Hall sort. In my opinion the town of
Friday:
driving and shoplifting of two T- Dormitory, Murray
State Murray offers its young people
very few G
- Chance of rain Wsnow west bone steaks from Storey's, University, reported the theft of a NOTHING. There
Wednesday night and Thursday Sunday at 12:54 a.m. one person tape player, tapes, and tape rated movies playing, no
ating rink,
_- ,,,morning and east Thursday was cited for driving while in- cases from his 1962 Fairlane Ford swimming pool,
afternoon and night. Warmer toxicated, reckless driving, and palmed in front of the Richmond and of cow-se no icic building
where dances or recreation of
• Thursday turning cooler Friday. unnecessary noise, and Saturday Hall Dormitory.
Lows in the teens and low 2(h at 11:21 p.m. one person was Brown reported the theft to the any kind could be held for our
Wednesday rising into the upper cited for reckless driving, all by Murray Police Depa'rtment at young people.
cannot believe Mr. Beasley
20s and 30s Thursday and Friday. the Murray Police Department. 12:15 p.m. Saturday. He said
Highs in the, 30s and low 40s
One person was cited for someone picked the lock on the would gp—go far as to place
Wednesday rising into' the 40s reckless driving onliKaple Street car and took a Craig eight track dancing ill a. category with
and Sas Thursday then lowering on Saturday by the Kentucky tape player, twenty-tour assorted 'immodest-3'r: lmmoralit. dope
SNowFitamED -- A .recent' skni'w in 4ashington leave- Jost er -glimpse of the Jefferson Memorial back there.'
tapes, and two tape cases.
(Continued on Page Footi
into.the 40s, again Friday
State'Pollee.

Speakers
Named For
Insight '71

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Thieves Also Clean Money
Out Of Vending Machines

alt

Blood River Board
Opposes Dancing
At Calloway High

Several. Infured In
Wrecks On Saturday

Chamber Warns Residents
f Chain Referral Scheme

TrOfic Collision,
O'Ccuj' Sunday -At
North 8th, Olive

Man Sentenced
In City Court

Music Department
To Meet Tuesday

Installation For
Miss Sledd Tuesday

Meeting Is Planned
On Proposed Tax
For County Schools

The Weather

Seven Persons Are
Cited On Weekend

Items Stolen From
Locked Parked Car.

1 14

-

-
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PAGE THREE
LEDGER

THE

PAGE TWO

THE LEDGER ft TIMES

NIL

WORLD WEEK •

SENSING
THE NEWS

PCBLISHEIrliy..;BEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Inc.,. Consolidation or. the murray Ledger, The Calloway Time.. and
The Tunes-Herala, OctShir 20. 1928, and the West Kentuckian,
_ January 1, 1942.
163 N. 4th Street. Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753- 1916

C. WILLIAMS. PUBLEMIER

'MACHU STRIKE
GIVIS VACATION
TO 377,600
C CAGO PUPILS

Religious Liberty Imperiled
The

Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

of

history

America

for religious liberty-freedom to
worship and to teach religious
principles.

SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier

in Murray. per week 35e. Per
Month 41.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $5.50:
Zones 1 & 2, 01007, Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions $8.00.

Huguenots

French stitutions are

in South Carolina, the

groups settled on this side of the
Atlantic
they

because they

would find

recent

action

authorities.
A

of

number

fundamentalist

religious religious

institutions.

public

These

schools. The

One may disagree with these

have convictions and regard them as

long enjoyed as part of religious incorrect or even hurtful. But the
liberty

in

United

the

Americans

of

all

States.

faiths

have

reason to be concerned about

this

development, for, if small, undenominational

derfinanced
are

groups

of

deprived

exemptions,

such

larger

the

denominations in time are likely
to feel government pressure.
Indeed, churchmen

with

no

sympathy for the beliefs of the
fundamentalists should be keenly
aware

of

the

religious

liberty

issue at stake in the pressure on
the independent religious schools
and colleges.
Last fall, a number of small
religious

schools

colleges

and

received notice from the Internal

that they will be
stripped of tax exempt status if
they do not declare they have
non-discriminatory
racially
Revenue Service

fact that they

of

be compelled to

educational

it now appears that the biggest sports
attraction in many a year-the heavyweight title
showdown between Joe Frazier and Cassius
Clay-is head for Madison Square Garden on
March 8. If all goes smoothly, the fight is
expected to be the richest sporting event everwith each fighter getting $2.5 railliOn.
Frazier is currently the heavy weight champ
only by definition. Louisville's Clay won the title
in the ring and he never lost it. Maybe Frazier
can earn the title. If he mauls Muhammed to do
it, no one will ever question his right to wear the
crown.
Ky. Leader

prove that it is

Tavern

quotas of Baptists, Presbyterians

religious

institutions

that they cannot, in

believe

good con-

Cold
Winters
Persist

Ten Years Ago Today

-Bluegrass-26.0 degrees, 9.9 small, fundamentalist achools
and colleges are singled

Mrs. Mary A. Neale died January 18 at her home on Murray
Route Five.

,

served as Calloway County
•

years.
The

••

Kentucky Helith Depeirtinent

Greatest Resource Is Her

Clerk for twenty

slogan

People'.",from

is 'Kentucky's

the column, "Seen &

Heard Around Murray"
.
The Murray State College

Thorouecis won over Tennessee
were Garrett,-Beshear, Gipe, Cope,

Tech 68 to 56. Murray players

Stanford, Deweese, Stephenson, Dick, Purcell, and Lamplet ,
Miss Betty Davis, music instructor at Murray High School, was
in charge of the program at the meeting of the Calloway

I

•

Branch of the Association of Childhood Education held at Wilson
Hall. Miss Kathleen Patterson, president, presided.

degrees below normal.
-Easterra-27.1 degrees, 11.0
degrees below normal.
January 1971 calls for
moderate precipitation compared to January 1970 which was
a very dry month. This situation
is unusual since a dry January
occurs only once ever3.ten years.
February and Mardi followed
with moderate precipitation. All
three months were cold and
snowy and the snows of the 196970 winter season totaled much
above average, according to A_B.
Elam Jr., NOAA (National
Atmospheric AdOceanic
ministration) climatologist for
Kentucky.
Snow forecasts for Kentucky
this season are not available.

out for

extraordinary pressure. Fairminded

citizens

are

likely

to

regard these threats of removal

as a form of
public pressure incompatible
with American tradition. Noreligious educational institution'
should be penalized on account of
its beliefs as evidenced in its
admissions policies.
of tax ,exemption

f .,officials
The

said

officials

Moreno carried

a

dress

noticed his disappearance before Mrs. Moreno had left and

Mrs arrested

shawl hidden under a basket
fruit into the prison Thursday

visiting hours..
---41"-MOreio.,convicted 5t? se
screen
-

winter seasons.

Key POO
HOLLYWOOD (1 Ply
Lincoln Kilpatrick wril- play a

Get scieenfigtita
•
11141.1,11V140D (UPI)

durinE regular

- marijuana,

slipped

into

the

(144Riaraw
right,'

to "
The

• and the Iron Crois*.-

agfr

been

began a free shuttle bus service

The evening star is Saturn.
Those

born

on

this

day

are

under the sign of Capricorn.
American orator Daniel Web-

for friendship,
three for society."

ster was born Jan. 18, 1782.

solitude, _ two

On this day in history:
In

1943 Moscow

thought for the day;
A
Henry
writer
American
had three
Thoreau said,
chairs in my house; one for

announced.

the Nazi siege of Leningrad had
been

lifted.

had

It

started

in

the autumn of 1941.
In
late

1966 the
Indian

Nehru,

daughter
Prime

Indira

of

the

Minister

Gandhi,

@f3000r4iti
plus 1 Ns
Saturday and Guod&E
19Q-C•lidraci 710

Open t pal NINAIY

was

Adm.. AdUHII

CINECOM

Tonite

a Tues.

THEATRES

DAILY

FILM GUIDE

V:.:51 glill.kdal
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
US 641 NORTH

ROBERT MICHAEL J.
prwjpn onaiinn
Little Fauss and BIG HALSY
AO WORT S. MIK 1011111011111
Niue
br AROVIDNI
A PARAMOUNT MCRAE

p.N.onsioNsCoK,.

Mon.-Fri.
3:30 5:30 7:30 9:30

LOVERS & OTHER
STRANGERS
Adults 1.50 till 6:0
Gilisi_gixtrA. 1!

7.15

Cuva,

THEATRE

Tonite 8 Tues.
•

files 13th blank tax
retutiln effort to be tried

CHICAGO (UPI): Austin T. Flett, 76, a Chicago
insurance broker, already has filed his federal income tax return Flett doesn't fuss with Form 1040.
He mailed it back blank for the 13th consecutive
year.
In an accompanying letter to Treasury Secretary
the

David M. Kennedy, Flett said he would fill in
empty spaces regarding "whatever tax may be
my

government after I

have been

indicted

by

FAVI

FAMILY
NIGHT
4 pm 'til Closing

a

grand jury for violation of any law . . .
and afteKi I receive a trial before a jury in federal
court."
' ' •
Men says he seeks a jury trial so that he
may expose "interlocking subversion in government

A Complete Dinner
‘,

"t
St

.•••

4)

departments." This, he said, involves the collection,
manipulation and disbursement of public funds by
the

present and preceding Treasury secretaries in

"complete violation of the

14th• and

16th

Amend-

ments to the Constitution."

government has sued

The federal
Flett for the
last 11 years for underpayment of taxes in 1955-57
when he was still paying.

Tuesday Is Super
Savings Night
iz
nuRG-4.

,

He, in turn, has sued the government for 847.5
million in informer
'
s fees for telling the Internal
Revenue Service it should collect taxes from other
organizations.
Tint; far, the government has refused to bring
Fled to trial on the charges

he requested.
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The Bucks,
Alcinder's 44
Boston, 120-113,
raised their reci
.844 percentage
Bucks are coast
birth, pity the re
Detroit is in
seven games be
with a 33-16
percentage, foili
at 27-20 and .574
28-21 and .571.
The differen(
flying Milwauk(
Phoenix is main
a coin flip. Ma
used for deterr
those expansion
UCLA star Ale
ago. Milwaukee
and bargainii
Alcinder.

"w .Rueser

dile

federal

By United Pr
Playing with
Bucks in the Na
Association's P
must be frustra

WUSA

Students 1.50 with ID
Tuesday is

Chicagoan

Bucks I.

9:15

.13REWSTErMcCLOUD

How about it, Uncle?

7„tve

•
MARS

co MOON-

winter of
1959-60 when 108.2 inches were

her.

and

Thursday

In 1970 Mormon leader David.
The morning stars are Mars, 0. McKay died at the age of 96.Jupiter and Venus.

snow occurred in the

recorded in Benham. Louisville
recorded its greatest snow season
in the winter, 1917-18 with 50.2
Be careful for nothing; but in every thing by prayer and supinches and - Lexington had 53
thanksgiving
let
your
requests
be
made
known
unto
plication with
inches in 1916-17.
• God.Phllipplaiis 4:6.
The coldest winter in the state
•
I have seen this text verified in three recent emergencies. Each
V•nik in 1917-18 when, the average
asked for help in a spirit of appreciation and the help came as
temperatures were 11 degrees
.; soon as they stopped speaking.
below the average normal of 26
degrees.
the
SWAP
dress,
shawl
wrappad
:L PRISONER
Experts feel, after reviewing
ACAPULCO, Mexico (UPI!- around his hd, removed his weather patterns, existing over
Martin Moreno Quintero, 50, pants and strolled barefooted the past decade, Kentucky will
-1.581A....ths--Acapulca
nitre to experience cool
s clothing, jail
'
• prison in his wife
said today.

Association

between the downtown area and

VESTA

However, the greatest season of

Bible ThoughtforToday

The moon is between its new

In 1968 the United States and
Russia agreed on a draft of a
nuclear non-proliferation treaty.

By Da
The Murray Si
win over Pa
Saturday night
Cal Luther's 2011
Shotting 55.9 p
field, the win WI
in 13 games alb
Sophmore Lee
Racers with 25 p
rebounding hoi
Ron Johnson's e
Jimmy Young
21 points addei
effort.
The Racers h
with the Parson
Parsons' last
with three and a
in the game.
within seven,
Racers quickly
margin.
Fourteen oirt
shots gave the R
from the charit!
The win pt

phase and first quarter.

established.
Kent State University dormitoRoman Catholic institutions such
He explained that the federal
ries.
as Notre Dame and Fordharn
government rather than state
should have an undisputed right and local agencies control
to maintain admissions policies automobile emissions standards. Two minibuses, financed by
the tavern owners, will transthat favor Catholics. Yeshiva
"States may play only a
port students to and from the
University's right to continue to
monitoring and enforcement
downtown area taverns beginserve as a Jewish theological
California,
added.
role," Stewart
ning at 10 p.m. every day and
seminary should be maintained
the leader in automotive pollution
without 9 any question by tax
control, may set its own stan- ending at 2:30 a.m.

--Lexington

LEDGER•TIMES PILE

Today is Monday, Jan. 18, the

Ashland-

Huntington-have already

authoritieS:'It weitild be absurd
and unjust to compel it to admit
quotas of Mexicans, Puerto
Ricans and other minorities.
The public may well ask: Why
this pressure on the small Bible
By Mary Anne Gurnee
schools and colleges? They train
State News Bureau
FRANKFORT,
KY.-The law-abiding citizens. No riots
state's weather during the month take place on their campuses.
of January will average below They aren't bomb factories
the normal as much as six Moreover, tax authorities aren't
with an bringing pressure on major
degrees, compared
average temperature of 8..to 11 universities which have given
LEDGER Ss TIMES FILE
degrees below normal last year extremists free rein, Last year,
for example, Yale University
at this time.
to
climatology provided aid and comfort to
According
Lurwin Cain, age 48, died today at the Mayfield Hospital. He
reports from the U.S. Depart- Black Panthers and their symNew
was the son of Mr. and Mrs.011us Cain of Kirksey.
ment of Commerce, Weather pathizers gathered in
John Unitas of the Baltimore Colts will be the speaker on
Bureau, average temperatures in Haven, Conn., to protest a trial of
February 16 at a dinner here sponsored by the Murray Backboard
January, 1970 throughout the four Panthers accused of murder.
Club.
Kentucky Yale has not been denied the
weather regions in
The newly expanded Corvette Bowling Lanes, Ints, will hold
benefit of tax exempt Status
were:
open house January 21 and 22. It was been expanded to 18 lanes.
-Western-28.4 degrees, 8.8 though a number of university'
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Nance- of Clearwater, Fla„ observed their degrees below normal.
activities seem inuurious to the
50th wedding anniversary recently. Their daughter, Mrs. Art LeeN -Central--27.8 degrees, 8.8 well-being of the public; '
and family of Murray, attended the special occasion.
Something is wrong when
degrees below normal.

20 Years Ago Today

and

named the new prime minister
of that country.

18th day of 1971.

KENT, Ohio (UPI -The Kent

Cin-

Louisville;

Evansville;
cinnati,

and churchmen of other faiths.

these

TRW

The Almanac

Pollution Problems To
Be Handled Regionally

non-discriminatory by recruiting

news media.
Some

are religious ir

character should .shield them

widely publicize this fact in the

Deciding A Champ

NOW TERRORISTS IN URUGUAY
HOLD THREE KIDNAP VICTIMS

70 PliSONERS FREED IN RIO
AS RANSOM FOR SWISS ENVOY
IN OEPORTATION IN SANTIAGO

CA/61001ANS, SOUTH VIETS
N TWO DRIVES TO OPEN TWO
VITAL CAMBODIAN HIGHWAYS

from governmental pressure.
dards.
The federal governmentv after
By Marva Gay
According to Stewart, the
all, honors religious convictions LOUISVILLE, KY.-The
KAPCC's eleven regulations
in the case of conscientious obstate's main air pollution
adequately cover fuel comjectors. Why can't it honor the
problems-transportation, fuel
bustion and industrial processes
beliefs of the small Bible combustion and industrial
at
this time.
colleges?
processes-will be handled on a
inReligious educational
regional basis as a result of a
Serving on the panel with Prof.
stitutions should not be required
new federal law, said- Prof. &Stewart were Dr. Milton Young of
to submit to a political test. If a
the
vine Stewart, chairman of
fundamentalist institution isn't
the Louisville-Jefferson County
Kentucky Air Pollution Control
Air Pollution Control Board; and
followed to keep its tax exempCommission, I KAPCC).
Hue Miller, legal assistant with
tion, because it has its own adAddressing a meeting of the
Environmental
missions policy, how can a tax
the federal
VoWit -111
League of Women
Protection Agency.
exemption be given to the schools
Louisville, Stewart said under the
and colleges of major religious
new edition of the Clean Air Act
groups which have special
the state's 40,000 squre miles may
criteria for admission? Cerbe covered with eight or nine air BUS TO THEIR BEER
tainly, no responsible citizen
quality regions. Five regionsseminary
to
wants an-Episcopal
HatidersonPaducah-Cairo;

admissions policies and that they

EGYPT INAUGURATES
ASWAN DAM-11
YEARS IN BUILDING

ad-

standards

and religious convictions.

schools

exemptions they

tax

Soya(

KOUVIA PUTS
ATTEMPTED COUP BY
"FASCIST ELEMENTS

aren't the
tax product of secular views. On the
federal
contrary, the policies stem
independent, directly
from
deeply-held

colleges are in danger of losing
the

SOVIET SCIENTIST AT LuN/Alt
CONFAB IN HOUSTON OFFERS
TO SNARE siool.i oiscovainis

believed make such a demand of these

true

by

s

that
the federal government would
It is tragic abd shocking

freedom. Today, however, this aren't

Every newspaper has want ads.
They're little, wordy advertisements,
usually of a rather personal nature and always
appear in the back pages of the particular
edition. And they're one of the most popular
items in your newspaper you're reading right
now.
Basically, they're popular because they're
easy to read-the message comes across
immediately-and usually you can find just what
you're looking for. The person who first included
them in a newspaper was probably an unsung
genius.
Anyone can sell almost anything, rent-a
house, contact a friend, market a service or buy
a puppy for his kid if he so wishes. And they're
popular with advertisers too.
It seems everybody loves the want adsCrowley ( La.) Daily Signal

10,000 STUDENTS, STRIKING
SOS DRIVERS *101 IN MANILA
OVER GASOLINE PINCE HIKE
FOUR KILLED AND 31 INJURED

prepared to lose

their tax exemptions rather than

freedom is in jeopardy because of missions

We Love The Want Ads

SETHLEHEN
DEFIES NIXON
WITH STEIL
PeICE HIKES

SAN CLImENTE wHITI HOUSE
CALLS TAX BREAK A MOVIE FOR
JOSS, OTHERS CALL IT A 52 6
MLLION CORPORATE BONANZA

Plymouth in terms of their religious beliefs.

established

Colony and many other religious

MONDAY-JANUARY 18, 1971

.
10111447‘,.

Maryland Catholics, the Pilgrinis make a concession unacceptable
who

'TIM Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community is the
Integrity of its Newspaper-

The

such
a
make
declaration. They believe that
alteration of their established
admissions policies would violate
Scriptural truth. These in-

science,
is

deeply involved with the struggle

Entered Daily at the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky, for
transmission as Second Class Matter

WASHINGTON CUTS
FHA, VA MORTGAGE
RATE II TO
PCT

Luthe
Satur

fr

sty

Southern States Industrial Council

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE wITmER CO., 1500
Madison Me, Memphis, Tenn.; "rime & Life Bldg., New York, NM,

R

4110(fisjeto

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Edttcs,
or Public voice items wtuch, in our opinion, are not for the best
inivresi of our readers.

Itttt MULU
FOR AN1kItICANS

ktio•

By Anthony Harrigan

r
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AUBURN
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HAMBURGER * FRENCH FRIES * DRINK
You pall deliciou,. open-flame-broiled, purli-beerf Hamburger
Sandwich . a big beg of Idaho French
and your
choice of bevOracpet A tremendous WO, et I paltry price!

• e

BIG SHEF *-FRENCH FRIES * DRINK
ANTARES

• wrwmpostio.
_.a.iim,...a....a
1=-"'-ilAbsimmoum7
-

For BIG appetites ...get a triple-deck
RIG SHEF (two Hamburgers, melted
chew,lettuce, and creamy sauce(,
a bag of Idaho French Fries
and
your favorite drink,

9c

0000 POI ANT 15t SOFT 0111.K, come out Nut

-APOuo 14
RIGHT PATH

BURGER
CHEF

\
\
S.Before'sunriie on Jan. 23 observer with smog-free
CEUESTIAL TRAFFIC 'JAM
skies will be able tb see tilts-seeming celestial traffic jam illustrated 43y Central
Press artist JohnKr.rner"-AboyiN,and to the right of the Moon will be Venus, JupFamily Restaurants
,..
,
P4$04.411.11 - no144(..-NePULID4Aud4SAINAS-anould-beAsiailaktainA..,,,
tares, brightest star in the constellation Scorpius, is the name given to se 411.piaLlo
BURGER CHEF ROLM ALL. OUT TO
14 Lunar Lander and will serve as a navigation aid during the Apnilo 14 mission.

1300
Main Street

ERCE
Newat
NORTH
OAKLA

UKLA.
UICLA)
PERU
RICE
Si. J
SI. V

SO. (
SO. I
1551,1
1. C.
ITKIM)

TRAM

SC 1841*
PLEASE YOUR FAMILY
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Luther Gets 200th Win Here
Saturday Over Parsons 90-78

Diller or Dollar League
Bowling League

By David Hill
record to 200 wins and 119 losses Saturday night. Tonight they
The Murray State Racers' 90-78 during his
stay here at Murray. travel to Bradley.
win over Parsons College The
SCORING
team presented him with a
Saturday night marked Coach cake with 200 candles following Murray State (M)—Young 2,
Cal Luther's 200th victory.
Taylor 25, Blondet 13, Johnson 10,
the game.
Shotting 55.9 per cent from the
The Racers have one more non- Williams 4, Mancini 9, Steverson
field, the win was Murray's llth conference game
before their 6, Towns 2.
in 13 games this season.
showdown with Western here Parsons (78)—Robinson 15,
Sophmore Les Taylor led the
_Breen 11, Deiters 22, Ledtiell 11,
Racers with 25 points and tied for
Death 8, Stanley 11.
rebounding honors, matching RETAINS LEAD
HOBART, Australia UPI—Don
Ron Johnson's eight.
Jimmy Young was second with Cohan of the United States
21 points added to the Racer retained his lead in the Prince ROOKIE RECALLED
Phillip Cup race for Dragon class PITTSBURGH (UPI) — The
effort.
The Racers had little trouble boats Sunday, despite a third- Pittsburgh Penguins of the
place finish in the fifth heat of the National Hockey ?ague rewith the Parsons' five.
Parsons' last major threat was international yachting com- called rookie defenseman Yvon
their
Friday . from
Labre
with three and a half minutes left petition.
Amarillo, Tex. farm club of the
in the game. They pulled to
Central Hockey League.
within seven, 79-72, but the
SKATERS
TITLE
Racers quickly regained a wide
MADONNA DI CAMPIGLIO,
margin.
NEW ASSSISTANT
Fourteen out of seventeen free Italy UPI—Dutch and Swedish
COLOMBUS, Ohio (UPI)—
the
skaters
won
-four
courses"
shots gave the Racers 82 per cent
James Carfield, former director
title
in
Sunday
the
International
from the charity stripe.
of the Mid-American ConferThe win pushed Luther's 'Speed Skating competition.
ence News Bureau was named
assistant to the commissioner
of the conference Friday and
will assume his new post
immediately.
By United Press International
Alcinder got assistance on
Playing with the Milwaukee Sunday night from Bob Dan- STAFF addition
Bucks in the National Basketball dridge with 29 points and Jon CHAMPAIGN, Ill. (UPI)—
Association's Midwest division McGlocklin with 23. Boston, Bob Blackman, new head
must be frustrating.
playing without John Havlicek inotbell coach at the University
and Jo Jo White, was led by Don of Illinois Friday announced the
The Bucks, led by Lew Nelson's 26 points.
addition of Phil Krueger, an
Alcinder's 44 points, defeated
In
games, assistant at Southern Califorother
NBA
Boston, 120-113, Sunday night and Baltimore defeated Seattle, 111- nia, to the Illini coaching staff.
raised their record to 38-7 for an 96, and Philadelphia edged San
.844 percentage. But while the Diego, 106-105.
Bucks are coasting to a playoff
Baltimore got a gift of nine REDMOND LOST
birth, pity the rest of the division Seattle turnovers in the second DETROIT UPD—Newly acDetroit is in second place, quarter to wipe out a 10-point
quired Mickey Redmond will be
seven games behind the Bucks, deficit and move to a 50-43
lost indefinitely to the Detroit
with a 33-16 record and .673 halftime lead. Fred Carter led Red „Wings due to a "badly"
percentage, followed by Chicago the Bullets with 22 points.
sprained ankle suffered Thursat 27-20 and .574 and Phoenix at
Veteran Hal G neer scored six day - night against -the Pit28-21 and .571.
points in the last 1:15 to help tsburgh Penguins.
The difference between high- Philadelphia leading, 106-103,
flying Milwaukee and last-place Luke Jackson missed two free ANNOUNCE TRADE
Phoenix is mainly traced back to throws that could have clinched PHILADELPHIA UPI)—The
a coin flip. That was the method the victory. San Diego cut the Philadelphia Phillies Friday
used for determining which of margin to 106-105 on Stu Uinta announced the trade of first
those expansion teams would get layup and had a chance to win baseman
of
Rick
Joseph
UCLA star Alcinder two yeas when it got the ball back on a Eugene of the Pacific Coast
ago. Milwaukee won the coin flip turnover. However,Jackson stole League to Tucson of the PCL
and bargaining rights for the ball with eight seconds left for pitcher Darrell Brandon.
Alcinder.
and ran out the clock.

tTES
NO

umster

(es and
ft of a
treaty.
• David.
e of 96.-

Bucks Have No Trouble In NBA

day:
Henry
I three
)ne for
mdship,

i

'
/14.,751.

EL J.
LSY

AONIWN
NCIURE

Sports Ratings

MUM

HIT -IF
WPYRIcal _1571 51 cAAA 5_1'01115 RATINGS SEIM0

sEissossAELvitD,

Team
Robinettes
Champs
Trophies
Four Seasons
Three+One
Winners
Pin-Pals
ABC's

W L
3921
3822
31 n
29 31
29 31
26 34
25 35
2337

High Team Game (SC)
601
Winners
548
Champs
548
Pin-Pals
High Team Game (HC)
741
Winners
782
Champs
754
Pin-Pals
High Team Series (SC)
1661
Winners
1622
Champs
1563
Pin-Pals
Splits Converted
3-10
Jerrie Parkin
2-7
Glenda Hill
5-7
Jane Buchanan
3-10
Valada Stuart
3-10
Joyce Dougherty
2-7
Mary C,ontri
3-7-10
Margie Chapman
High Team Series (HC)
2255
Winners
2187
Pin-Pals
2174
Champs
Digh Ind. Game (SC)
198
Glenda Hill
196
Sallie Guy
187
Valada Stuart.
High Ind. Game (HC)
245
Sallie Guy
231
Glenda Hill
230
Valada Stuart
High Ind. Series (SC),
506
Glenda Hill
452
Sallie Guy
449
Valada Stuart
High Ind. Series (HC)
605
Glenda Hill
599
Sallie Guy
588
Joyce Dougherty

Magic '111 1-11-71
Bowling League
High Team Game (SC)
Ezell's Beauty School
745
Johnson's Grocery
737
Country Kitchen
737
Country Kitchen
735

Baltimore Pulls It Out With
O'Brien's last-Second Kick

to do a lot of /atching up. After of the Cowboyd, got the "Outthat, it was nothing but errors for standing Player" Award, worth a
us."
new Car.
MIAMI UPI—The Baltimore "Earl Morral did a fine job," "It's nice," admitted Howley.
Colts didn't exactly do it the explained Colt quarterback "but I wish we had won the
High Team Game (HC)
classy way Brooks Robinson and Johnny Unitas, who went out game."
Hazel Cleaners
970 the Baltimore Orioles did—but with a rib injury in the second
Counting the $15,000 winner's
Jerry 's Restaurant
967 they'll take It anyway.
period and then watched Morrall share here, each Colt earned
Kut 'n Kurl Beauty Shop
958 They fumbled five times, they lead the Colts in dominating the $25,000 in post-season money
.threw three pass interceptions, second half.
Each Cowboy get $7,500 here and
High Team Series (SC I
they fumbled an extra point, and "But a lot of fans were finding a total of $18,500.
Country Kitchen
2182 three of 'em even collided trying the key in the pass tossed by
Johnson's Grocery
2130 to stop a punt from going into the Cowboy quarterback Craig
Ezell's Beauty School
5. 2123 end zone—nothing like the super Morton with a minute to go that
way Robinson scooped up hot bounced off the hands of intended
High Team Series (HC)
grounders for baseball's Orioles. receiver Dan Reeves and was
Country Kitchen
2821 But the Colts are laughing all _picked off by Colt Mike Curtis,
Jerry's Restaurant
2806 the way to the bank today to who ran it back to the Cowboy 72
Hanel Cleaners
2804 deposit their $15,000 checks— to set up O'Brien's field goal.
thanks to a 22-year-old long- In the first period, the Cowboys By United Press International
Not many first-place teams
High Ind. Game (SC)
haired rookie named Jim had a first down on the Colt nine
Anna Flood
200 O'Brien, who redeemed all and had to settle for Mike Clark's trade away a -.winning comMarilyn Parks
188 mistakes with a 32-yard field goal three-pointer. In the second, they bination in the middle of the
Wanda Nance
178 for a 16-13 win over the Dallas settled for another boot after season, but that's exactly what
having a first down on the the Utah Stars did in the
Cowboys.
Basketball
High Ind. Game (11C)
"My mother's an astrologer Baltimore six. So when the Colts American
Antis Flood
242 and she told_ me we were gonna scored on a weird play—John Association.
227 win," said O'Brien, who's not Mackey scoring on a 75-yard pass And the Stars aren't in first
Lanita Malcolm
221 only an Aquarius himself and play from Unitas when the ball place anymore.
Hilda Jackson
isn't this the "Age of Aquarius'3 bounced off the hands of defender The Indiana Pacers moved 142
High Ind. Series (SC)
but also sorry, Cowboys, a born Mel Renfro—the Colts were tied games in front of Utah in the
Western Division Sunday night
501 Texan.
Marilyn Parks
up, 6.6.
by beating Kentucky, 137-124 for
Washington Blocks
479 While O'Brien's tie-breaking
Hilda Jackson
465 boot, in the final nine seconds, Mark Washington blocked their ninth victory in a row, as
Katherine Lax
was the simple reason for the O'Brien's extra point when the forward Bob Netolicky got 37
High Ind. Series (HC)
Colts' victory in Super Bowl V eventual here got it away a little points. Guard Billy Keller added
Hilda Jackson
626 Sunday, the football pundits slow. And the Cowboys went 24 and Roger Brown 22.
The Stars, who in the last two
614 came up with several other ahead again, 13-6, when Jethro
Faye Hurt
Anna Flood
610 reasons today why the Colts were Pugh's fumble recovery set up a weeks traded away Donnie
able to gain revenge for their 1989 seven-yard scoring run by Freeman, Wayne Hightower, Jeff
High Averages
Super Bowl upset by the New Thomas on a swing pass from Congdon and Tom Workman, lost
to Memphis, 117-116, as guard
168 York Jets.
Morton.
Mildred Hodge
160
The Colts didn't match that Steve Jones finished With 38
Marilyn Parks
"Defefense Did It"
154 "Our defense did it," explained until the fourth period when Rich points, including 19 in the fourth
Wanda Nance
152 Colt Coach Don McCafferty.
Volk's interception of a Morton quarter.
Judy Parker '
149 "The big Play was in the third aerial set up a two-yard plunge In other ABA action, the
Jean Chancey
by Tom Nowatzke. This 'time Denver REckets, led by Larry
147 period," said Cowboys'
Lavaughn Latimer
146 Coach Tom Landry. "That was O'Brien converted the scor Cannon's 28 points, defeated
Betty Dixon
14 when Duane Thomaa fumbled on stayed 13-13 until the last minute Texas. 129-123, despite a 33-point
Sandra Thompson,
--- performance by Chaps guard Jo..
Jaye Rowland
144-the Colt goat line_ If-he hact.-dremetic&
For the first time in history, a Hamilton, and Rick Barry scored
Barbara Alexander
142 scored, we would have had a 20-6
142 lead and the Colts would have had loser, linebacker Chuck Howley eight points in the last minute to
Joyce Roller
give the New York Nets a 120-112
victory over Carolina.
By John G. Griffin
UPI Sports Editor

Utah Trades Out.'
Of First Place

Shaw Comes Through To
Win Crosby Tournament

and won $5,581 each.
Bob Lunn, winner of last
High Averages
week's Los Angeles Open,
• 156
Margaret Morton
finished far down the list at 288,
153
1970 Player of the Year Billy
Glenda Hill
Casper was at 290, PGA champ
Martha Ails
Dave Stockton was at 291, Jack
Jane Buchanan
Verona Grogan
148
By JOE SARGIS
is week in the Phoenix Open. behind Shaw, picked up a check Nicklaus had a 292 in his first
tourney of the year and U.S. Opan
Margie Chapman
upt Sports Weligt.Shaw,
Sha whine:040Y 193,,ott 144 r $9.570.
Valada Stuart
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif.
year, picked up a check 'for Jerry Heard, Torn Weiskopf :fhamp Tony Jacklin finished at
139 UPI—Arnold Palmer still is 827.000 for winning the Crosby and Howie Johnson tied at 284 296.
Pat Scott
137 chasing his own private rainbow. and added to the $1,255 he won at
Kay Addison
132 -Tommy Shaw isn't.
Hilda Bennett
the Los Angles Open in the year's
131 Palmer, who wants a tourney first tourney, he now almost has
Edna LaMastus
136 title so had he can taste it, almost matched his 1970 earnings in just
Julia Freeman
pulled it off at Bing Crosby's two weeks
annual clambake during the -It's nice to win again," said
Ky. Lake Men's
Another
weekend. But it was a case of the soon to be 29-year7old who
Bowling League
S
close, but no cigar.
won the Doral and Avco'classics
needed
W..L Shaw, who hadn't won a two years ago. "I really
TEAM
can't
2 tourney himself since mid-1969, this title Crosby because I
50% 13,
Martin Oil Co.
a two- think of anything worse than
with
home
scrambled
16
48
Corvette Lanes
play on Mondays
i under-par 70 Sunday to beat ving to
1 17,
46,
All Jersey
24 Palmer by two strokes and win again."
40
Mutual of Omaha
Shaw- ---.was referring to
1 2541 the Crosby.
38,
Kelley's
hasn't
Palmer
play., which is held on
41-year-old
The
qualifying
35 29
College Cleaners
week.
2 won since the Danny Thomas Monday of each -tourney
/
331-2 301
Colonial Bread
for his
30 34 Diplomat Classic at the end of Palmer won $15,400
Mo Go Oil
who
29 35 1969, but dauntless in his pursui trouble, while Bob Murphy,
Lindsey's
strok
four
again
try
242,
will
at
title,
tourney
third
a
of
finished
Moose Lodge Team No. 1 26 38
25 39
Uncle Jeff's
Moose Lodge Team No. 2 24 40
24
Carroll Tires
24 40
Fenton at Hodge
234
Murray Auto Parts

January Special!

BY: DOM CARE
OPPONENT
MARGIN
FAVORITE
oFvoNEXT
IllacIN
FAVORITE
GAMES OF 1-19-71 - CONTINUED
GAMES OF 1-18-71:
NORTHWESTERN
9
NORTHERN COLORADO WISCONSIN
14
AB. CHRISTIAN
FRANC S MARION
33
BUFFALO STATE
1
AKRON
44INIUL
GAMES OF 1-20-71:
PORT VALLEY
14
ALBANY-GEORGIA
KEARNEY STATE
10
AIR FORCE
GEORGIA
15
AUBURN
BENEDICT
12
ALBANY-GEORGIA
LEWIS
14
BELLARMINE
16
APPAL....-A I AN
ASHEVILLE
SOUTHERN TECH
I
BERRY
MILLIKIN
8
AUGUSTANA-ILL.
CHRISTIAN BROS.
18
BETHEL-TENN.
4
AUSTIN PEAY
BELLARMINE
MURRAY
12
BRADLEY
9
TOLEDO
BOWLING GREEN
KNOXVILLE
25
CARSON NEWMAN
KING-TENNESSEE
10
CARSON NEWMAN
UNION-TENNESSEE
12
DELA STATE
ST. JOSEPHS.IND.
12CENTRAL MICH.
C:LEXSON
DUKE
4
"
11
BROS.
.CHRISTIAN
24
STATE
DELTA
NOTRE DAME
2
DUQUESNEKANSAS CITY
41
DRAKE
MOREHEAD-KY.
12
EAST TENNESSEE
VIRGINIA TECH
4
E. KENTUCKY
TENNESSEE TECH
8
E. KENTUCKY
MALONE
29
FINDLAY
STETSON
24
FLORIDA STATE
VALDOSTA
6
GEORGIA-SW.
6
TAMPA
GEORGIA SO.
5 CLEMSON
GEORGIA TECH
FT. WAYNE-IF.
36
HUNTINGTON
SPRINGFIELD
27
HOLY CROSS
MONTANA
19
IDAHO
LAS VEGAS
14
ifouszort
TROY STATE
3
JACKSONVILLE-A.
SOUTHWESTERN-TEX.
HOWARD PAYNE
IOWA STATE
24
KANSAS
FURMAN
JACKSONVILLE -F. 27
HUNTINGDON
19
LAGRANGE
CONCORD1A-ILL.
6
JUDSON
N. E. LOUISIANA
6
LAMAR TECH
ILLINOIS
EASTERN
9
WESLEYAN
KY.
WOFFORD
11
LENOIR RHYME
BERRY
6
LAGRANGE
EVANGEL
9
LITTLE ROCK
NIAGARA
3
LASALLE
LOUISIANA COL.
19
LOUISIANA TECH
CINCINNATI
LOUISVILLE
11
CLARKSON TECH
25
MI'DLEBURY
GETTYSBURG
NAVY
26
McNEESE
9
N. W. LOUISIANA
SO. STATE-ARK.
8
N. W. LOUISIANA
4
COLORADO
OKLAHOMA STAN
CALIFORNIA TECH
- 36
OCCIDENTAL
BALTIMORE
19
PHILA. TEXTILE
TEMPLE
16
ITENNSYLVANIA
MARS HILL
14
PRESBYTERIAN
WEST VIRGINIA
4
PENN
STATE
PORT HAYS
6
REGIS
ALBRIGHT
28
PHILA. TEXTILE
RIDER
12
REMNOKE
PORTLAND
17
PUGET SOUND
VILLANOVA
6
ST. BONAVENTURE
9T. AMBROSE
15
QUINCY
ST. VINCENT
ST. FRANCIS-PA. 18
Cr: NORTHERN COLORADO REGIS
CONCORDIA-MINN.
ST. JOHNS-MINN. 14
V. M. I.
15
ROANOKE
N. M. HIGHLANDS
SACRED HEART-K. 14
FAIR. DICKINSON
4
ST. FRANCIS-PA.
S. W. TEXAS
14
SAM HOUSTON
SETON HALL
7
ST. JOHNS-N.Y.
FORT LEWIS
19
SANTA FE
LOYOLA-MD.
5
ST. PETERS
SPRING HILL
SO. MISSISSIPPI 16
MecALESTER
22
ST. THOMAS
TEXAS A 6 I
21
S. F. AUSTIN
WEST FLORIDA
11
SAMFORD
WEST CHESTER
19
TEMPLE
LOYOLA-N.O.
7
SOUTH ALABAMA
GOSHEN
10
TR1 STATE
NORTHLAND
35
STOUT STATE
WEST GEORGIA
12
VALDOSTA
EDWARDSVILLE
TENNESSEE STATE 22
IDAHO STATE
11
WEBER STATE
WASHINGTON 6 JEFF
WESTMINSTEE-PA. 15
GAMES OF 1-19-71.
WILMINGTON -OHIO
15
WITTENBERG
MARIAN
3
ANDERSON
JOHN CARROLL
22
WCOSTER
TEXAS AIM
15
BAYLOR
N. W. MISSOURI
20
womurc
CENTRE
9
BEREA
GAMES OF 1-21-71.
FLORIDA TECH
23
BISCAYNE
SAVANNAH
12
ALBANY-GEORGIA
BRYANT
23
CATHOLIC
WILMINGTON-UNC
19
ARMSTRONG
OREGON COLLEGE
28
CENTRAL WASH.
SUFFOLK
47
ASSUMPTION
PIEDMONT
3
cotinisis
METRO STATE
is
COLORADO 03L.
DAVIDSON
2
EAST CARyLINA
MILTON
21
DOMINICAN
BRIDGEPORT
IS
EATIfTELb
E. NEW MEXICO
CONCORDIA-INDIANA DRURY
21
GRACE
CLEVELAND STATE
28
DUQUESNE
DARTMOUTH
3
HARVARD
ARTESIA
25
E. TEXAS RAPT.
EVANSVILLE
12
INDIANA STATE
LAKE FOREST
24
U.MHURST
CHAPMAN
23
IRVINE
PIEDMONT
17
NORTHWOOD-INDIANA GARDNER WEBB
19
KENTUCKY STATE
TENN. WESLEYAN
24
GEORGETOWN -KY.
ST. BERNARD
22
LIVINGSTON ST.
CENTENARY
11
SIMMONS
HARDIN
BETHANY-W.VA.
24
MARIETTA
LEHMAN
44
HARTWICK
BETHEL-INDIANA
17MARION
DANA
21
HASTINGS
SOUTHERN
FLORIDA
7
MERCER
S0. HISSISRIM,,
14
LAMAR TECH
CHARLESTON COL.
14
NEWBERRY
I8 -.SPRING mILV
LIVINGSTON ST.
OKLA. CHRISTIAN
26
NORTH TEXAS
BOSTON U.
17
MASSACHUSETTS
RIO GRANDE
10
OAKLAND CITY
TUFTS
-Al
NORTHEASTERN
BETHANY -OKLAHOMA
16
ULLA. BAPTIST
BALL STATE
2
NO. ILLINOIS
CENTENARY
14
OKLAHOMA CITY
NFWBFRRY
12
PRESBYTERIAN
Tam
17
PERU STATE
SURE -PA.
30
RANDOLPH MACON
S. M. 11.
3
RICE
TARK10
19
ST. BENEDICTS
DREXEL TECH
Si. JosEms.PA. 27
TAMPA
6
ST. LEO
TEXAS LUTHERAN
ST. MARYS-TEXAS 40
EVANGEL
9
S. W. BAPTIST
N. W.'MISSOURI
9
SO. COLORADO
EvANSVILLE-IME.
22
THOMAS MORE
BALL STATE
14
91. ILLINOIS
CoNCoRDIA-IND1ANA
N)
TAI STATE
7,
FARMAN lAYLOR
WALSH
IS
URBANA
4
•
TEXAS TECH
I. L. U.
UTAH
4
UTAH STATE
PIKEVILLE
42
IMOMAN MORE
A111.1
SE
3
STATE
WESER
HANOVER
27
,
TRANSYLVANIA
1404,114 poiim
teirmr. - EAIFFOAD

A
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COAT drycleaning
special

National Bowling Council
Sparks Interest In Sport

t."

High Team Game MCI
which pays for 20 per cent of
1020 Bowling is alive and well'
Mo Go Oil
approved group television, radio
It
popular
most
is
the
still
1012
Tires
Carroll
newspaper advertising costs.
1011 participant sport in the country, and
Moose Lodge No. 1
massive input not only has
This
counting eight million keglers
estimated two
involved in weekly league generated an
High Team Series MCI
million dollars a year in ad31
another
and
competition
2293
Moose Lodge No. 1
vertising at the local level since
2969 million who bowl frequently.
Martin Oil Co.
1968 but also has resulted in an
2846 And it still is one of the tew
Corvette Lanes
impressive increase in open play
sports or games adaptable to lineage at bowling centers across
High Ind. Game (SC)
anytime, the country.
entire
families
222 anywhere.
Dion Alsobrook
Bill Egnor
221 One reason for bottling's When the NBC has organized in
Dennis Goodwin
210 continued success is the National 1943, it was to "consolidate and
Bowling Council which through unite every phase of bowling in
High Ind. Series (SC)
its vigorous promotion effort has the war effort, to assist and
Don Also brook
588 helped infuse new interest in advise in post-war plans, and to
558 bowling as a clean, wholesome assist in state and national
Jim Neale
544 family recreation
Jerry Bolls
bowling programs which may
In 1968 the NB(' million-dollar come up..."
High Averages
created with Over the yetitaNBC has served
Jim Neale
185 promotion fund wa)
by member the bowling family as its watfunds
contributed
183
Lyman Dixon
chdog on legislative matters;
T. C. Hargrove,
182 groups.
confident the NBC administered the American
182 "We were
Dennis Goodwin
could .organize and direct Junior Bowling Congress until
179
Don Abell
to create and renew this function was assumed by the
Programa'
*
179
Norm Chancy
inttest in bowling if adequate Woman's International Bowling
funding were available," says Congress and the American
Jack G.Thomas, president of the Bowling Congress: produced
SET PACE
Council. "The Million Dollar several motion pictures about
CERN/MIA, Italy UPI—Two Fund was the result:"
bowling. prepared several
Italian teams set the pace Sunday
manuals, including one on
The activities of the National
on the first day of official trials
bowling - center maintenance
for the forthcoming world two- Bowling Council, whose program standards; and inaugurated an
foundation
solid
a
upon
based
is
man bobsled championships in
industrial bowling program.
of service to the bowling comthis alpine resort
munity for over quarter of a Officers .of the council are:
—
century, are financed by the Jack G. Thomas, Chicago,
family -- president; A. I.. Ebersole,
bowling
entire
DENT WINS
proprietors, manufacturers and Washington, D.C., secretary.;
, SYDNEY, Australia UPI Phil
Raymond R. Woodruff, Westbowlers
Dent, 20, upset John Alexander.
One of the most ambitious of bury, N.Y., treasurer; Thomas
4-6, 5-7, 6-3, 6-1, 6-3 Sunday to win
the NBC's efforts involve an Power, Washington, D.C.,
the New South Wales • teents
"1"
.
xr4ist`—inniffrgeriernur WKS* genera
tournament
program for bowling proprietors secretary.treasurer.
)-r

Right now you can save I/3 off during bur mid-winter coat drycleaning
special. By getting Sanitone drycleaning now, your coats will be protected from deep-down soil that can
cause damage to fabric fibers. And
Sanitone drycleaning not only gets
the soil out. It puts new life back into
your clothes. So act now and save I/3
on your coat drycleaning during this
limited time offer.

Sanitone
Cerrrfrvi MaskrAydroffr

Fur and Leather Trim Coats Not Included

BOONE
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS

5 LOCATIONS
6 & Poplar 603 Main

5 Points

Story Ave..
13 & Main
ME CLEANER INTERESTED IN.IN
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Mrs. Allbritten Is
Hostess For New
Providence Meeting

PAGE FIVE
-

...I
name 153-151! ea 753.4147

Mrs. J. B. Bitriteem

ottaide• atid

Monday, January 13
The Hazel Woman's Club is
The Penny Homemakers Club scheduled to meet at the club
Providence will meet at the home of Mrs. room at seven p.m.
New
The
Homemakers met in the home of Richard Armstrong at ten am. A
Mrs. Jim Allbritten on January potluck luncheon will be served. The Business and Professional
12 for the scheduled meeting.
Women's Club will have a dinner
Mrs. Don Bailey, president Senior Art Shows of Margaret meeting at 6:30 p.m. at the
called the meeting to order at one Riley, Murray, and Dan Brown, Murray Woman's Club house.
o'clock in the afternoon. Mrs. Pellville, open in the Kappa Pi The World Affairs committee will
the new "boots" were of
By GAY PAULEY
Allbritten gave the devotion,room, Fine Arts Bundling, be in charge of arrangements.
imported stretch nylon fabric
Editor
UPI Women's
Mrs. Terry Housden acted as Murray State, and will continue
coating
NEW YORK (UPI)-Who with a plastic sheen
club secretary and treasurer in until January n. No charge and Temple Hill Chapter No. 511leather
crinkled
like
looked
that
under
hiding
into
went
legs
said
the absence of Mrs. Anton the public is invited.
Order of the Eastern Star will
summer
(for
light
very
was
but
Despite
so.
the midiskirt? Not
Herndon.
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
the midis on the winter scene, days) and flexible.
The recreation leader, Mrs. Senior Art Shows of Susan
many
two
the latest female style stepping They were shown in
directed
Adams,
James Puckett
By Abigail Van Buren
Louisville,
and
and
patterned,
often
colors,
minishort
into spring is the
games and both prizes were won Marilynne Wasielewski, Point
Sunday, January 24
most often coupled with the
the
of
one
guarantee
to
aimed
DEAR ABBY: My husband is a good man He supports by Mrs. Larry Curd.
Johnson
Jane
Lela
Miss
Pleasant, N. J., open in the
The Junior and Senior High
leggiest of leg shows corps city shorts.
us, he loves us, and he's true blue. But I have a gigantic
The lesson on "Furniture Exhibition Hall, Price Doyle Fine Youth of the First United
warmer weather.
Selections" was given by Mrs. Arts Building, Murray State, and Methodist Church will sponsor a
problem. I am so jealous of football I could scream!
Already New York's avant
I have heard and read all kinds of consoling pearls of Housclen. The summary cif the will continue until January 29. No chili supper from five to seven
garde in fashion is wearing the
wisdom, such as, "Just be glad he's home to watch those lesson was plan your furniture charge and the public is invited. p.m. at the church. Members and
short shorts under furs ... and
according to family needs,
games," or, "Don't fight him, join him!"
friends of the church are invited
wearing cropped pants for all
Abby, weekend after weekend, he sits with his eyeballs consider long range needs, get
to
participate in this project.
The Women of St. John's
occasions too, even for evening,
glued to the television set, with a portable radio beside him desirable features, learn how to Episcopal Church will meet in the Tickets are 75 cents for over
Mr. and Mrs. William I. not just for sportswear as in
listening to another game. All he ever says to me while the care for furniture and ask home of Mrs. Earl Horan, 1719 twelve years of age and fifty
games are on is, "How about something to eat?" I really salesman questions regarding Keeneland Drive, at 7:30 p.m. cents for twelve years old and Johnson of Buchanan, Tenn., the olden days of the so-called
announce the engagement and short shorts.
wkh I could stir up an interest in a bunch of men falling on what you are buying.
under.
approaching marriage of their "Some of the new genre ofAll members were concerned
top of a ball just so I could share it with him, but I am sorry
By ALINE MOSBY
Tuesday, January 19
daughter, Lela Jane, Bir- city pants are so abbreviated,
to say, it doesn't move me. This might sound humorous, but about learning to decoupage.
(UPI)-French girls,
PARIS
mingham, Ala., to Edward Leon they make the micro-mini seem
it's really a last desperate plea for some kind of fresh advice Mrs. Anton Herndon will give a The
Women's
Christian
embraced the legwildly
having
Goolsby, son of Howard E. conservative," said Betty Curon how to change things. I have had it!
MARY lesson in February on the subject Fellowship of the First Christian
midi and maxi, now are
hiding
Mrs.
late
Burlingat
director
of
the
ry, fashion
Goolsby and
of decoupaging. The meeting will
Mr. and Mrs. David Stokes
meet at the church at
face and
DEAR MARY: If you can't find something to do while be held at Mrs. Herndon's home Church will
Birmingham, ton. She spoke at Burlington's doing an about
of
program by Murray Route Five are the Goolsby
the
with
a.m.
ten
shorts.
wearing
your man is enjoying his favorite sport, you need more help February 9 at one p.m.
leg-attire show this week during
parents of a baby boy, David Alabama.
Mrs. George Hart.
In female costume history,
than I can give you in a letter. Bake a cake, clean closets.
Refreshments were served to
Dwight, weighing seven pounds Plans are being made for a the New York Couture Business
shorts heretofore have
short
cupboards, drawers. Catch up no your reading or letter Mrs. Curd and Joe Dale, Mrs.
on Wednesday February wedding. -Council's semi-annual shows,for
Coldwater Homemakers two ounces, born
The
to boats, tennis
confined
been
writing. Do the ironing, or mending. Go visit your mother or Housden, Mrs. Puckett, Mrs.
p.m. at the
visiting reporters.
will meet with Mrs. Hill January 13, at 5:35
sun and
a friend. Or would you rather sit around and look hurt and Bailey, Mrs. Opal Showmaker, Club
off the city courts in the blazing
kicked
County
who
Just
Murray-Calloway
Adams at one p.m.
supermarkets.
California
the
for
neglected? If so, be my guest. What needs changing at your Mrs. Hardiman Miller, Mrs.
shorts fad is up
Hospital.
house is not your hubby's bobby, it's your attitude.
guessing. Paris claims the idea. But these days young swinMavis Elkins, and Mrs. Dorval Circle I of the WSCS of the First They have one daughter, Vicky
When
buying
cranberSo does New York. And gers
Hendon,
are
discotheques
at
United Methodist Church will Marie, age two.
DEAR ABBY: I am a merchant seaman and I sail on
certainly New York's fashion showing more leg than even the
employed at the J. ries, look for plump, firm
meet at the social hall of the The father is
many different ships. In the process of changing ships, my
berries
with
a
lustrous
colindustry at all price levels is mini bared in party shorts in
D. Downs Poultry Farm.
churcli at two p.m.
mail is sent to my home address and then forwarded to me.
giving the new leg-showers the satins and velvets. And in the
Mrs. Martha Thompson of or. Occasional soft, spongy
or
My borne address is the address of my parents.
leaky
berries should be
full push.
Calvert City Route Two is the
Latin Quarter of the Left Bank,
Martin's
the
of
WSCS
The
sorted out before cooking
My problem is my mother. She takes the literty of
Adolfo's spring collection, girls are going to classes even
'paternal grandmother. Mr. and
Chapel United Methodist Church
because they may produce
opening all my mail before she' sends it on to me. This
opening this week but apart in near freezing weather in
James Stokes of Calvert an off-flavor.
will meet at the home of Mrs. Mrs.
annoys me but I don't want to offend her by making an issue
from the couture group, was wool shorts, reinforced by
City are the great grandparents.
p.m.
seven
at
Bynum
Louise
of it. I am 23 and unmarried.
laden with shorts paired with heavy
sweaters,
turtleneck
Respectfully awaiting year advice, I am,
blazer or cape tops.
heavy stockings and fur maxi
the
of
Department
Estelle
her
Mrs.
opened
Music
Heuer
The
SAILOR
A
At the Burlington show, coats.
home for the meeting of. the Murray Woman's Club will have
DEAR SAILOR: You can respectfully tell your mother Harris Grove Homemakers ChM a potluck dinner meeting at the
shorts supporters included
Paris never took to the ultra
that you are a big boy now, and prefer that she not open your held on Wednesday, January 13, club house at 6:30 p.m. Hostesses
"haute couture" designer Hal- short mini skirt as did London
mail. In other words, you will have to make waves, Sailor, et at twelve-thirty o'clock in the will be Mesdames Charles Miss Betty Hart and Vince from high school he served four ston, who made an evening
and New York. The conservaput up with a one-woman censorship committee.
afternoon.
Cimons, Josiah Darnall, Keith Charles Tusa, Jr., were united in years in the Marine Corps, then shorts costume of a piglet- tive French tsk-tsked that mini.
satin,
stretch
Blair,
pink
were
Leo
members
present Hays, James Carlin,
Six
marriage in a December mor- returned to North Texas State printed
minis were bad taste.
DEAR ABBY: Last week my boy friend and I were in along with two visitors, Mrs.
Millard Carman, Harold Gish, ning wedding.
and received his B. A. degree in Dorothee Bis who featured a
But non-sporty shorts as
my living room talking My father was there, too, reading a Donie Ross and Mrs. Kittle and James Lassiter.
The double ring ceremony was 1968. Currently he is attending one-piece knit with navy bottom short, as humanly possible are
magazine. All of a sudden, my father looked up and said, Radford.
and
top,
stripped
orange
and
University.
State
Edd
Memphis
performed by Brother
splashed in Paris shop windows
"Oh, isn't this an interesting article?" He then proceeded to
In the absence of Mrs. Alfred The Baptist Women of the First Bowman at the College Terrace The couple is now residing at 48 manufacturers Benson & Part- and fashion
magazines. Designread aloud what turned out to be a 2-page article. When my Taylor, Mrs. Bill Wrather gave Baptist Church will meet at the
Church of Christ at Fort Smith, South McClean Blvd., Memphis, ners who did shorts like a er Jimmy Gibbez speculates
father was about half finished, my boy friend got up, went the devotion reading Matthew church at nine a.m.
lively
a
in
jumpsuit
sawed-off
Tenn.
Arkansas.
that shorts are acceptable to
into another room and returned with a newspaper and 7:7-12 and the thought on dif'print.
The matron of honor was Mrs.
the French while the mini-mini
started reading to himself. My father finally finished reading ficulties. She said each person The Dorothy Group of the First Allan Harper and the best man
It is not the minishorts alone :was not because you can safely
the magazine article aloud.
w,hich stress that the leggy look
has difficulties in one vray or Baptist WIVM. 'will meet at the tvas Allan Harper.
dance or sit down in shorts
Two questions: Was it correct for my father to have read another, and we can overcome home of Mrs. Durwood Beatty, The bride is the daughter of Mr. Dried fruits should be
is alive and kicking. When
without showing underwear.
such a lengthy article aloud all the way thru?
them by facing them and stan- Farris Avenue, following the and Mrs. Dan Hart of Murray stored in tightly covered
skirts are long, the designers
Furthermore, shorts are for
Was it proper for my boy friend to have gotten his own ding up to them. She also read a general meeting at the church at Route Five. She is a graduate of containers at room temperfront
slit them up the sides or
special occasions and -will not
prayer.
reading material in the middle of my father's reading?
to show legs, with patterned
nine a.m.
Murray High School and did pre- ature -not above 70 debe worn every day as was the
WONDERING
In warm, humid
hose beneath. For instance,
Mrs. Marvin Parks railed the
pharmacy study at Murray State grees
mini," he adds.
weather,
refrigerate.
Order
19
No.
Klugman's
Marshal
was
there
Assembly
Murray
roll
with each member telling
University and graduated from
The avalanche of shorts does
DEAR WONDERING: NO . . . on both counts.
ankle length slink in shades of
"ways to make themselves belief of the Rainbow for Girls will meet the University of Tennessee
not mean the downfall of the
orange, purple and green,
DEAR ABBY: Re that bride who had as her attendant friends to those around them." at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m. pharmacy in Memphis, Tenn., ir,
midi andmaxl,,_ the fashion
Dip in!
showing off pantyhose patThe landscape notes were read New officers will be installed.
her pet Pomeranian:
1963. She is presently working full
editors and ,shop owners say.
repeats
in
up
a
way
For
terned all the
quick get.together
by Mrs. Clifton Lee Jones and the
"Dear Hoosier who is horrified
time as pharmacist generalist at
Midi-maxis are warmer for
of the Roman Key design.
recreation was led by Mrs. The executive board of the the Veterans Administration snack, mix one 4ounce
I, too, will gently chide the bride.
winter, Furthermore, the fashcoaur
f
n
th
deviled
ham,
onebootery
in
new
Something
f
work
Heuer.
Wrather
honor
Mrs.
announced
completing
to
vow
her
and
Hospital
complement
To
Kirksey School PTA will meet at
ion magazine Elle says, short
cup catsup, one
also. arrived at the firm. They
that annual day will probably be the home of Mrs. James Harrison a master's degree in pharmacy
She should have had a Weimaraner
shorts are "only for very young
eight-ounce
package
cream
were "Shin-Shams," fake boots
JAYBITS: SAN DIEGO held March 26 and each one is at one p.m.
at the University of Tennessee. cheese,
girls with the legs of a
and one teaspoon
actually a one-piece legging and
urged to bring new crafts they
The groom is the son of Mr and grated onion.
goddess" and with boyish
Get
out
the
What's your problem! You'll feel better if yes get it at have made to display.
inside
went
that
regular
foot
o
Tura
Charles
Vince
The WSCS of the Russells Mrs.
tohictsp and invite everybody
c
figures.
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box MOO, Los Angeles, Cal.
shoes. Shown with pantyhose,
The members were given Chapel United Methodist Church Waco, Texas. Alter graduatin
Me. For a personal rept), eaclose stamped, addressei lesson sheets on "Basic Fur- will meet at the church.
envelope.
niture" and they discussed the
-it
********************************************************;************4
points in the lesson. Other
Senior Recitals of Gareth rig
:
Is
Want
Teen-Agers
For Abby's new booklet, "Waal
members present were Mrs Bun Hardin,Salem,clarinet, and Tom
11
liatwir." send $1 to Abby, Box SMM. Les Angeles. Cal, MIS. Wilkerson and Mrs. Don Osmus. Harrigan, Murray, French Horn, *
Delicious refreshments were will be held at the Recital Hall,
served by Mrs. Heuer.
Price Doyle Fine Arts Building, :
The next meeting will be held Murray State at eight p.m. No
1r
Wednesday, February 10, at one charge and the public 1I invited.
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Clifton
Lee Jones.
County
their own environment.
By HELEN THOMAS
Calloway
The
Retarded
for
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif. President Lyndon B. Johnson
Association
(UPI)-President Nixon plan - promised at the outset of his
Children will meet at the new
term that he would appoint 50
to appoint more women to
center, 702 Main Street, at 7:30
women to important posts. He
office, according to one of
p.m.
made a good start But no
chief talent scouts.
Somebody must -we eat
Frederick V. Malek, special president has approached the
The Symphonic Band Winter
much nqw
assistant to the President in record of Presidents Franklin nearly twice as
will be held at the
Concert
as we did 20 years ago,
University
State
personnel, says "tyt should D. Roosevelt-who appointed
Murray
to U. S. Departaccording
have more" women'in ranking Franees Perkins as secretary rnent of Agriculture inforauditorium at eight p.m. Note
D.
Dwight
previous
anin
jobs. He says that a woman of labor-and
change
mation. That means that
will be picked for her job in the Eisenhower, who named Oveta we each consume approxinouncement.
future "not because she's a Culp Hobby to his Cabinet as mately 14 pounds per year.
woman, but because she is secretary of health, education Historically,
has
cheese
The Faith Doran Circle of the
and welfare
good."
been used as a f000d for
First United Methodist Church
"We want good people," he One woman who does sit in more than 4000 years.
WSCS will meet at the home-of
said "We're going to find on the White House decision-o.
Mrs. Bun Swann, 1323 Poplar, at
making process is Virginia
them."
1:
two p.m.
In a women's liberation Knauer, Nixon's consumer af- way ahead of American
fashion.
sense, Malek says "I share the fairs adviser. Mrs. Knauer is at
11
Homeward bound, she says
Wednesday, January 20
philosophy that we're under the White House every morning
her
jobs
of
choice
have
will
1:
she
Palette
Nature's
staff
regular
The
the
attend
to
Garden
7
utilizing a great reservoir of at
in Moscow with the Soviet Club will meet with Mrs Kenton 10
meeting.
talent.
ig
Women's Committee.
Miller at 1:30 p.m
"We're still in the dark ages
will
she
says
miss
in attitudes toward women.
A beautiful blonde Russian, But she
The Wadesboro Homemakers
As for himself, Malek says Galina Utekhina, Soviet cultural her friends and the many who
his wife is "very happy to be a attache, is about to leave wrote her letters as new friends Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Clinton Burchett at 10 30
Washington after a busy, three after she made the papers.
housewife"
a.m.
Nixon has appointed about a years.
incqueline Kennedy Onassis'
dozen women to the big jobs. Galina, described in some
personal
secretary,
The J. N. Williams Chapter of
Even women who supported published reports as a femme former
him in the past presidential fatale and a woman about Mary Gallagher, says she gets the United Daughters of the
time
the
urging her to
election are disappointed with town, says she enjoyed her stay mail all
book. Thome who Confederacy will have the Leethe administration's record in in the United States "very write another
found her book, Jackson-Maury annual luncheon
some respects. Their impact on much." But added that she ran write say they
Jacqueline at the Holiday Inn at 12 noon
with
Life
"My
his administration seems small into a "terrible press."
interesting? they
although the President himself "They invented lies," says Kennedy," so
Thursday. January 21
professes not to see it that way. Galina. who got around plenty are hungry for more. But so
The Home Department of the
holding
is
She
out.
Mary
far,
There are handicaps. on the in the new Russian liberated
Murray Woman's Club will meet
a sense during her stay on says she has no plans to write at the club house at two p in.
Persuading
side.
other
another book
woman to drop everything and Embassy Row.
Hostesses will 15e Mesdames H.
As far as the Kennedys are T. Waldrop, R. A. Slinker,
accept a top post in govern- When she arrived, she looked
Walter
is
mail
her
pr.)
concerned,
and
ment is not easy. Women of like she stepped out of the
Wilson, Will Rose, N. P. Hutson,
has
to
yet
But she
hear
•
411.
great talent Often-are commit- pages of "Dr. 22sivago" in a con.
and H. B. Bailey.
,- •
‘
,
Mrs Onassis
ted to their homes, their towns. long pink midi coat and boots, from

Minishort Is The Latest Fashion Shown
In The Fashion Shows By New York Group

Her husband 'married'
to foOtball on Sundays

Lela- Jane Johnson
Plans Wedding To
Edward L. Goolsby

French Girls Now
Turn To Shorts
After Maxi, Midi

FBIRTHSj

Good berries

Heuer Home Scene
Of Regular Meet
Harris Grove Club-

Miss Betty Hart Exchanges Wedding Vows
With Vince Charles Tusa, Jr., Recently

Store 'n save

lust Arrivecill
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More Women To Be Appointed To High
Offices In Future By President Nixon

:
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SHOES — SLACKS — SKIRTS
SHIRTS — SLIPS — SWEATERS —
BLOUSES — DRESSES — BLANKETS —
CURTAINS — TOYS — SLEEPWEAR —
COATS — JACKETS — BABY CLOTHES

i
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faille ENTIRE FAMILY

We've Got What You Want . . . at prices you can't beat!!
Open 11-5 Weekdays — Friday till 7:39'
Saturday 11-5
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.1The Murray Thrift Shop!
Corner of 4th & Olive

-
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Computer Billing Mistakes
Infuriate Thousands Often

41,111

know," says Felix Kaufman,
By LeROY POPE
partner in the accounting firm
UPI Business Wrtter
NEW YORK ( UPI)—A bache- of Lybrand, Ross Bros. &
lor, leaving a hospital, is Montgomery.
handed a bill far delivery of a "But the real reason so many
people hate computers is that
baby.
A New Yorker keeps getting they are the first machines in
bills from the Motor Vehicle history to really move in on our
Violation Bureau for a parking intellectual and emotional
ticket he paid three months lives," Kaufman said.
The computer can't think
ago, and each month the fine
and certainly can't feel. Yet it
goes up $5.
An accountant loses his gets involved in both intelleccheckbook and the bank advisee tual and emotional decision
changing his account number. making—such as casting horosWithin three weeks, the bank copes and computerized dating
refuses to honor instructions to services," he explained.
make automatic monthly ac- An insurance company cancounts from either the old cels a motoris's liability policy
account number or the new on the basis of a computer
"throwout." Of course this is a
one
Another bank sends a state- human decision by an executive
ment to a depositor informing to throw out all of a certain
him cheerfully it has paid all class of policyholders. "But the
his - monthly bills—and has computer gets the blame and,
BEFORE AND AFTER—Pretty Peggy Williams, one of. two girls hired by !tingling
credited his account with the in a sense, justly so," said
Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus as clowns, gets in a bit of juggling practice at
Kaufman. "If the company
total instead of deducting it.
Venice, Fla., and then faces camera in her clown makeup. She's from Madison, Wis.
/ •
Literally thousands of persons didn't have all its policy data
across the country are infuriat- stored in a computer executives
killed.
reported
was
INCIDENT
VIOLENT
FRANCHISE SHIFTED
ed and confused each month by would have to hunt up and
DELHI (UPI)—A mob The outbreak was touched off
such mistakes apparently made weigh every case individually NEW
surat
the
at
demonstration
of about 1,000 persons clashed by a
by computers. Credit card and before cancelling."
police and burned a Railway Station against Gor- HAZLETON, Pa (UPI)—The,
other billing mistakes cause the The computer thus becomes with
port handes Cholthawala, former Binghamton N. Y., franchise of
in the public mind, either a newspaper office in the
most anguish.
Friday in the education minister of Guajarat, the Eastern Basketball League
state
Surat
of
city
a
or
intelligence
annoyed
Machiavellian
"Others are terribly
incident during the who is fighting Morarp Desai, has been shifted to Trenton,
because they constantly see the colossal blunderer. It is neith- first violent
for next the main political rival of N.J., and will be known as the.
campaign
political
computer as an invader .of er; it is a slave that does
parliamentary
Prime Minister Mrs. Indira Pat Pavers, it was announced
Indian
privacy that knows more about exactly what it is told to do at March's
Friday.
youth
Gandhi.
-old
22-year
A
elections.
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Alcohol Education
Poses A Dilemma
Should the taxpayers pay for office she has driven her own
BOOBY TRAP—Sgt. Bruce Horn explains the dangers of a Viet Cong booby trap to
commuting expenses of state vehicle 3,473 miles on state
a group of GIs at a barbed wire enclosed compound near Da Nang, South Vietnam.
officials? Auditor of Public business and been reimbursed a
point
edges
jagged
sharp,
that
way
a
such
in
shredded
is
drum
metal
This 50-gallon
Mary - Louise Faust total of $277.84. That amount is a
when
----Accounts
triggered.
tree
a
of
out
fall
to
rigged
-- -obi-ill all- dieections. It can be
thinks not. She is one of the state minimal expense compared with
what the taxpayers would have
they would be willing to hire officials approved to use a state been charged with were she
her
drives
she
but
car
owned
prisoners which are serving time,
driving a state owned car. The
with the prisoners working at own. • In the accompanyin Aate has not been burdened with
private employment during the photograph she presents her first her expense of commuting from
days, returning to prison at night step in a campaign for use of Shelbyville or Lexington.
state owned cars "for official use
and on weekends.
Miss Foust says, "A taxpayer
On another section of the only," which does not include
of cannot deduct from his income
place
a
from
and
to
travel
the
survey
Federation
Less than 35 percent of the as high as $3,500 per year.
when determining taxable
residence to a work station.
'independent businessmen are But although approximately businessmen by a 2 to 1 margin
amount the amount he pays to
are
auditor
the
of
duties
The
opposed to employing an ex- two-thirds of the independent express support for shortening state wide and that officer is one travel to and from his job to earn
if
convict or parolee to fill a job for business proprietors questioned the prison terms for offenders
who is required at times to tray& that income, so why should he be
which the person is capable -of to date say they would not be the present available level of from the Frankfort office. Durk4 burdened with the .commuting
handling, after release from, adverae to hiring a released supervision and services for the approximately thriteen expense of state officials or other
prisoner, per se, there is a wide released offendors is increased
that
prison.
months Miss Foust has been in state workers?" It appears
However, the type of crime for diversity or opinion on the type of
many of the state owned cars are
which a person was sent to prison released offender that would be
used for travel to and from work.
is a factor in determination of acceptable.
duties of some of those
The
FLEET FEET
the willingness to hire. A person Of those who report they would
state owned cars do not
driving
W.Va.
MOUNDSVILLE,
who has served time for burglary hire an ex-convict, 57 percent say
require travel. Assigning a car to
an
25,
Harlan,
(UPI)—Hodge
is three times more desirable they would hire an ex-burglar, 53
them amounts to an added
inmate of Moundsville Penitenthan one convicted of a sex perbeht say they would employ
emolument.
an ex-robber arid 36 percent tiary, was taken to a clinic in
crime.
The state auditor says she has
nearby Wheeling Friday to see
This data is developing from a report they would hire a former
told that some state owned
been
special survey being conducted in drug addict. But less than 20 an orthopedic specialist.
can be seen parked in
vehicles
While
(UPI
NEW
YORK
Deputy Warden William WalCalifornia by the National percent say they would be willing
not optimistic about the Decem- church parking lots in Frankfort
lace
"There
was
said
later:
Federation of Independent to hire anyone that had been
Said Miss Foust,
supposed to be something ber earnings figures which will on Sundays.
Business in cooperation with convicted of a sex offense.
know our public
to
glad
Filor,
"I'm
soon,
rd
eS
3
1
1
1iappearing
:
The Federation survey is also wrong with his feet, but the
state authorities.
religiously inclined,
be
are
will
officials
it
feels
Smyth
&
way he ran when he jumped
California was selected by the revealing a reluctance in the past
should not be
out of the prison car makes you "an extremely bullish indica- but the taxpayers
Federation for this pilot survey of the independent businessmen wonder."with the expense of their
charged
not
do
earnings
poor
the
if
tor"
_
because the state reportedly has to participate in the type of
enthusiasm. travel to the House of God. Many
Harlan, who escaped when dampen investor
the largest prison population of prisoner-work program that has
"This would confirm to us that other taxpayers would like a
car
a
the
at
was
traffic
stopped
any state in the nation, has a high been espoused by many students
light, remained at large early investors have given up that similar benefit."
crime
rate, and a cost of of penology.
unprofitable habit of looking Miss Foust has not lookd into
today.
Only
currently
42
say
percent
saved
maintaining a prisoner that runs
backward and are concentrat- the amount that would 6e—
ing on a brighter future," the were state owned cars to be taken
from officials whose duties are
company says.
confined to the Frankfort area.
A further worthwhile im- KRS 44.060 permits a state ofprovement in stock prices ficer, employee or agent reimthroughout 1971 is anticipated bursement for miles(the present
by Standard & Poor's Corp. The rate is 8c per mile) travelled in
company says the "possibilities the conduct of his official duties:
for trading profits in cyclical It appears the term "for official
iisues remain high" and the use only" stencilled on each state
long term investors should be owned vehicle has an elastic
"rewarded" by purchases of meaing in some instances.
quality stocks. However, the Commuting expenses are perfirm cautions that the upsurge sonal expenses. If an official
cannot be "maintained indefi- desires to live away from his
nitely" and says to "interme- official work station that is his
On cars delivered now through February 28,
diate corrections" can be personal business, for which the
American Motors will give you a General Electric expected.
Citizens should not be taxed.

SOME
EVENTS
CAN BE
ANTICIPATED
IN 1971 ...

Many Businessmen Woul
Employ Convicted Felons

CONTACT US FOR CONTINUOUS
ELIGIBLE COVERAGE OR FOR BLUE
CROSS" and BLUE SHIELD' ENROLLMENT INFORMATION.

Wall Street
Chatter

IF YOU HAVE BLUE CROSS' and BLUE
SHIELD" THE NEW ARRIVAL IS AUTOMATICALLY COVERED,

OTHERS CANNOT
BUT THEY CAN
BE PLANNED FOR.
WILL YOUR PRESENT
HEALTH CARE COVERAGE BE ADEQUATE IF
THESE UNTIMELY
EVENTS OCCUR?

FOR THE NEXT 45 DAYS

•

Cain 8 Treas Motor Sales will give you more
than a car deal .. .

They'll Give You A T.V.!!

12-inch Portable TV with any new car you buy
from them!

The new year hangover was
nipped by a "good dose" of
lower interest rates and
"dash" of optimism, according
to the Alexander Hamilton
Institute, Inc. The institute
regards the present investment
climate as "suitable" because
It sees the administration more
concerned with "firing up the
economy than with stemming
inflation." The company believes "well-situated
stocks
provide a desirable hedge"

But This Doesn't Means They Won't Give
You A Good Deal, Toon

Check these cars
for Good Deals. . .

The HORNET
Sportabout

The JAVELIN
Motors
,/

Cain & Treas Motor Sales
oidwater Road

Phone 75-44

ID

"Technical indicators are now
bullish to an extent not seen
since late 1966," the Dines
Letter says. The newsletter
says minority opinion envisions
an important near-term correction but it adds "we would not
be surprised in the least if
no significant
there
were
correction at all." The letter
is "ample
believes there
precedent" and as an example
points out there was no
signficapt technical correction
4`aller-the leer Mash
'-• -

Plan now and protect you and your family from the cost of today's
health cares BLUE CROSS' and BLUE SHIELD' Quality Health Care
Protection Plans help you budget ahead for the unexpected illness
or occident and are flexible to help meet anticipated events.
In 1971, investigate the various programs and benefits available to
eligible individuals, families and employee groups of five or more.
Form Buriou Moroi:tors see your Form auroau Agont.

KENTUCKY
BLUE

CROSS* and BLUE SHIELD.'

BLUE CROSS HOSPITAL PLAN, MC. WIMP PNYSICIANS MUTUAL, INC.
3101 Bardstown Read, Louisville, Ky. 40205
Phone1502) 452-1511
Forio‘ro informotion.send us the coupon, today!
'American

''National Association of Blue Shield Plans

Association

MYR CROSS end MOE SHIELD

POT llordstown Reed. Lewisville, Ky, 40205

GOP CHAIRMAN — Sen.
Robert Dole of Kansas
strikes a pose in his Washington office on telling reporters he is President
Nixon's choice for Republican national chairman. He
said the outgoing chairman,
Rogers C. B Morton. resigning to become Interior
StCre„taty, called ty offer
congratulations.

GROUP PLAN' MAT IF FORMED WIFFFIF
!HIRE All S OR MORI IMPLOFFIS.

NAME

HOME
ADDRESS

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

MURL 1771

ZIP

,Please send me, without obligation, information on health car,
benefits and eligibility requirements.
_
i.-i44 viers of ego or under.
0 yogis of ego or own.
I _I A college student
homing e
. - I
I amr A Mee Cress and Blue Shield member, certificete #
' D Reeching N. i Getting married Interested in upgrading benefits, Mir imp 4.5.

---1 interested.*

•
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Train stopped cold
'City of San Francisco'
trip is snowy nightmare
OGDEN, UTAH (UPI): The "City of San Francisco" couldn't fight the freeze and snows, so its
cold and angry passengers had to finish their trip
west on a Greyhound bus while the train sat .cold.
and forlorn on an Ogden siding.
The train pulled into Ogden after what its 100
passengers called a nightmare of blizzards and subzero temperatures.
THEY RELATED experiences ranging from waiting hours in stalled cars with frozen milk to "crowding like cattle" in an effort to keep warm if' night.
The train, operated to Council Bluffs, Iowa, by the
Milwaokee Railroad, left Chicago Sunday with 208
pamefgers and was due to arrive in San Francisco
two days later. But it ran into trouble when it hit
a snowdrift near Perry, Iowa, uncoupling several
cars and breaking the heating system.
Passengers said they sat there for five or six
hours in the freezing cold of the cars and were
later herded to a tiny train station where local residents provided dinner. Then they were returned
to the train, despite broken water pipes and sewage
on the floor of several cars.
The train finally made it to Omaha, where Union
Pacific took over jurisdiction. But passengers said
conditions didn't improve.
"I REALIZE there will be snowstorms," a passenger complained. "Why did they. allow the train
to continue when they knew it wasn't functioning?"
Union Pacific Spokesman. C. B.. Rockwell said in
Salt Lake City that some cars were frozen, "but
not all of them. This was a major blizzard and officials simply did the best they could under the circumstances. They couldn't keep up with it all." He
emphasized the majOr objective was to move the
trains through. "Under the circumstances it was
difficult communicating with all the passengers."
But passengers were not mollified.
"I was in a Pullman car and I think I've got
pneumonia," said Mrs. Helen Rawlins of South San
Francisco. "Now I've got 15 more hours to spend
on the bus."

Wage,price control urged
DETROIT ,(UPI): Harvard economist John Kenneth Galbraith says the Nixon Administration should
impose permanent wage and price controls because
its economic policies have failed to halt inflation.
—They've done so many things wrong this year
it's difficult to forecast what will happen in 1971,"
Laid the former ambassador to India and unofficial
economic adviser to late President John F. Kennedy.
Galbraith predicted increases in both inflation
and unemployment in 1971 if the present economic
policies continue.

MOSCOW (UPI): There was a time
when hipacow .was vastly safer than
New York for Americans.
No more.
The regular criminals are as cautious as ever, but not the KGB. The
secret police has become vandal, thug
and strongarm artist as well. The Soviet
campaign of retaliation for anti-Soviet
demonstrations in the United States has
made Moscow streets as threatening as
those in New York.
Men with knives and hammers
slashed tires and smashed windows of
American cars while nearby policemen
gazed the other way. Irate citizens
"threatened Americans on crowded
sidewalks. Passersby hurried about
their business with wary glances.

Moscow threats
Russian capital once was safer than New York
EMBASSY OFFICIALS and other
Americans assume from the neat style
and careful timing of the work that It is
done by professionals, undoubtedly the
well trained men of the KGB who
always watch over foreigners in Moscow.
"I'll either take a taxi or borrow a
car from a non-American friend if I
want to go any place the next few
days," newsman Jay Axelbank of News-

week magazine said after a weekend of
vandalism in which five cars were damaged, including the Newsweek office
car.
Despite this air of edginess, few of
the 400 resident Americans suffered
physical injury.
"The Soviets have always been pretty mechanical in this retaliation business," one American commented. "A
car smashed in New York, a car

smashed here—but so far no Russian
has been really physically harmed in
the United States."

DISTR

Opportunity Affairs for Ashland November of 1968. This Com- Henry. Harris, chairman of the
Oil, and is president of Equal mittee includes Kenneth F. LACC Long Range Planning
Opportunity Finance, a minority Harper, commissioner of Public Committee; Harry Hoe, Midinterprise small business in- Information for'the com- dlesboro business executive and
Lewis, state representative from the
John
vestment company (MESBIC) monwealth;
operated by the company in executive vice president of the 87th District; and Frank J.
Kentucky Chamber of Com- Groschelle, executive director et
Louisville.
Program
Kentucky
A natiVe_ofNew Roads,La.,the merce; Charles Herd,executin the
commission chairman graduated vice president of the Louisville Development Office.
of "how the pie is to be
from the University of South- Area Chamber of Commerce;
divided" and without giving
western Louisiana in 1941 and
attention to the political
was a graduate student at Texas
tradeoffs necessary to effect
A&M
College until he entered the
reform and change.
U.S. Navy in 1942. AS ComHe also said that while New
mander of a motor torpedo beet
York U's new program may be
unit, he participated in five
the first in the country, trends
campaigns in the South Pacific.
in the same direction have been
The January 19 meeting, set
observed at Harvard, MIT,
for 9:30 a.m. in the Governor's
CLYDE M. WEBB
Columbia,
Carnegie-Mellon,
Conference Room, will bring the
Stanford and other graduate
commission together for the first
business schools. They put
time since its creation by the 1970
particular emphasis on the
Legislature. The group includes
interaction of business and
some 40 members of Kentucky's
municipal politics in response
business and professional
to urban crises.
leadership arid is charged with
A practical example of the
preparing and executing an
problems studied in the prooverall program for the 1974
gram is an analysis of the
Ky.—Gov. observance of the 200th anhistory and prospects of 'the FRANKFORT,
named niversary of the founding of
Nunn
Friday
Louie
B.
vast new World Trade Center
executive Clyde M. Kentucky's first permanent
being completed in lower. Ashland
Webb as chairman of the Ken- Settlement at Fort Harrod and
Manhattan. In a course entitled
Events the 100th running of the KenHistorical
tucky
Interorganizational
Decision
Commission, and set tucky Derby as well as for
Celebration
Making given Dr. Arie Y.
meeting for the Kentucky's participation in the
Lewis, the students came up the group's first
GROWTH HORMONE SYNTHESIS—Dr. C. H. Li, director
of January 19.
1976 National Bicentennial
with a report criticizing the morning
of
the Hormone Research Laboratory of the University
Webb, vice president , for Celebration.
Port of New York Authority
of
California in San Francisco, displays a chart of the
and External Preliminary planning for these
and the city for failing to give Communications
human growth hormone (HGH) synthesized in his labAshland Oil, Inc., observances, including indepth
Affairs
at
enough consideration to the
oratory for the first time. It isproduced by the pituitary
company in 1965 after studies by national consulting
gland and contains 188 amino acids (basis of all life).
long range need of transporting joined the
years in association firms, has been directed by a
Production of HGH can be a major tool in treatment of
an additional 60,000 persons nearly 20
with the International Harvester special steering committee
cancer, heart disease, diabetes, dwarfism and growth.
daily in and out of the vicinity
Co. He is coordinator of Equal established by the governor in
of the trade center.
In another study, Prof.
Lewin's students found that
curbing pollution of the Hudson
is more a political than an
industrial problem and that the
city of New York is the big
polluter, not the industries on
the river.
Dr. Rogers said the requirements for the social and urban
affairs program, in addition to
Dr. Lewin's course, includes
special courses in accounting,
microeconomics, banking, corporate finance, financial management, national priorities,
urban economics, metropolitan
labor problems, urban politics
and the management and
politics of municipal agencies.
Dr. Rogers, who runs the
program, is a Bostonian who
originally studied sociology at
Harvard. He is the author of
the controversial best seller
"110 Livingston Street," about
New York City's school system.

Businessmen Need Political
Base To Be Successful. Says
Head Of New York Program
By LeROY POPE
UPI Business Writer
NEW YORK (UPI)—The nonpolitical business man is on the
way to limbo and so is the
politician who doesn't know
business principles.
That conclusion is the rationale behind a program called
Social Policy and Urban Affairs
just established in New York
University's Graduate Business
School under the direction of
Dr. David Rogers.
Because many students in
graduate business schools today
intend to go into national or
local government, service instead of business,'Dr. Rogers
said it is important they
recognize that nobody can
operate successfully in government without some kind of
political base. "Also," he said,
"it is fast becoming imrasssible
for a business man to be
successful without a sound
political base in the communiFailure to recognize this, said
Dr. Rogers, is what caused the
city manager movement to fail
in the 1920s and 1930s.
Rogers said no problem of
administration can be solved
without digging into the matter

Postage Stamps Make Millions Happy

4.

SOVIET OFFICES have been
bombed there, however. That makes
Americans nervous here.
"If I hear that the Aeroflot offices
have been bombed in New. York, I
won't stand by the windows in our
office," said Pan American director Er-.
astus Corning III of Albany, N. Y.
If offices now seem insecure, Americans generally are unafraid in their
private. apartments. All foreigners,
Americans included, live either inside
their embassy compounds or in special
fenced-off buildings called "golden
ghettoes" by their occupants.

EVA

CI

Celebration
Chairman Is
Named by Nunn

By GROWN IIIRINICMAN
Central Press Association
Correspondent
CHICAGO — When the first
set of commemorative postage
stamps was issued here 77 years
ago--Jan. 2, 1893—to coincide
with the Chicago World's Fair,
they created quite a furore.
Postmaster John Wanarnaker,
whose idea it was, almost got
fired!
So impassioned were some of
the congressmen that they
asked Congress to adopt a joint
resolution rebuking the postmaster for the "totally unnecessary" stamps issued at government expense!
Each of the 16 stamps bore
a design commemorative of Columbus' discovery of America.
But Wanamalcer, a sharp businessman as well as postmaster,
TRICIA: NO COMMENT
didn't listen to his critics, conSAN CLEMENTE, Calif.
tent that his new commemora(UPI)—The fact Tricia Nixon is
tive stamps would soon be big
her
ring
on
a
wearing
moneymakers for Uncle San
engagement finger indicates
He was right, of course.
Today, after more than 600 dif"something is going on," but a
ferent commemorative stamps
spokesman for the First Lady
have been iasued, most of them
says reports that she is
make a profit of over half a
engaged are "highly speculamillion dollars per issue. Not
tive."
bad for one man's idea.
• • •
Connie Sutart, staff director
STAMP collectors (philatelfor Mrs. Nixon, said Wednesday
ists), of course, run up the
her response to reports that
Commemorative stamps. depict the feats of history.
prof it on
commemorative
Tricia will marry Harvard law
stamps. Each year, these ar and the 1967 Kennedy by
There are certain guideline student Edward Finch Cox was
dent collectors order 52.5 mil- lammed- Lowe. Philippe Hats- rules concerning commemora"still status quo"—meaning no
lion worth of these special
contributed two stamps, the tive stamps. One of them is no
stamps for their albutrui. N
965 Stevenson and the 1966 living person can be used in one was talking.
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teenagers! I, for one, would much Seven cases, will lecture on accept it.
By United Press International
rather my children be attending a March 30.
SINGAPORE—Uganda
well-chaperoned school dance
A fourth speaker to open the
than be out on some lonely road program March 29 will be an- Ardery points out that all animals President Millen °bete, saying
with nothing else to do. While we nounced at a later date, ac- must have this zone about them, Brittish lives in Africa may be in
are sitting back protecting them cording to Griffith. He said this space. Look at a telephone danger if Prime Minister Edward
from the evils of dancing, they, as negotiations to arrange an ap- wire lines with Starlings or Heath resumes arms sales to
healthy, normal teenagers are pearance by Vice President Spiro Sparrows. They are spaced South Africa.
filling in their weekend date time T. Agnew have fallen through somewhat evenly apart even "Whether I will be able to
with other activities. Don't you because of a scheduling conflict. though they all landed on the wire control the situation, I don't
know. I will tell you that I don't
wonder what they could be
"Both students and non- at the same time. They move
want any anti-British activities in
doing?
sideways
after
landing
to
students alike can benefit imUganda."
Fortunately for my family, we measurably by simply listening establish this zone or space.
still have a little time before our to differing viewpoints in a
WASHINGTON—Douglas A.
children become teenagers, and I program such as Insight, and
Terns, director of the National
sincerely hope and pray that we
All
animals
apparently
have
this
then using the information
will be gone from Murray by that gleaned from it to form more in common. Approach the great Highway Traffic Safety Administration, predicting comhave
the
time so my children will
knowledgeable opinions," said Gorillas to a point, then you must
puter run cars on automated
opportunity to attend dances,
stop
or
they
will
attack.
They
Griffith.
swimming and skating parties,
About 9,000 people attended the want so much space between you highways.
"I guess that maybe we'll begin
movies, etc. with their dates. If
Insight lectures during the first and them, violatS"the principle
we can give our young people fun, two_proams in 1969 aid 1970. arid you suffer. Back a wild to see this sort of thing talked
about more often in about five
well-chapel oned functions •
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, university animal into a corner and you can
attend, it stands to reason they president, said both series were approach only so far before he years and maybe we'll begin to
will not have as much free time "stimulating and extremetly springs tromp his corner right at see a little bit of it in 10 years."
for Mr. Beasley's evils of "im- worthwile."
you. He cannot feel hemmed in.
MIAMI—Dallas Cowboys
modesty, immorality, dope and
Speakers involved in the first
Coach Tom Landry, describing
drinking".
two years were cartoonist Al
Sincerely,
team's 16-13 loss to the
Capp, civil rights activist Dick ff you get an opportunity read his
Name withheld by request. Gregory, NBC newsmen Sander Ardery's "Territorial Im- Baltimore colts in the Super
PS.In case Mr. Beasley has not Vanocur and Herb Kaplow, perative-. Good book. Library Bowl. .
"The big play was in the third
attended a dance in the last Georgia legislator Julian Bond, has it.
period. That was when Duane
several years he may not know historian Dr. Anthony Kubek,
Thomas fumbled on the Colt goal
that the partners do not even so astronaut and aquanaut Scott
line. If we had scored we would
much as hold hands in the dances
Carpenter, author and anhave had a 20-6 lead and the Colts
of the Now-Generation.
thropologist Dr. Ashley Montagu,
would have had to do a lot of
and social ethics theologian Dr.
catching up."
(Continued From Page One
Joseph Fletcher.
Dear Mr. Williams:
More than 70 students hay.
I, too, am concerned about the been involved for almost a year .0 agree to an appointment to PERTH AMBOY, 'N.J.—A
movies that are shown in our city in planning and executing every learn how you can get something- barber leading a movement of
fellow barbers not to patronize
of Murray. I heartily agree with a detail of the symposium, which for-nothing.
At the appointed interview, the businesses hiring long-haired
letter in your paper on Jan. 12th had its name inspired by a quote
about the movie situation in our from Oliver Wendell Holmes: "A salesman explains how you can men.
participate in a "advertising"
"You sort of feel funny when
city.
moment's insight is sometimes campaign.
you go into a place where they
I do not put all the blame on 0017 worth, a life's experience."
theatres. Part goes to the-tint- Griffith said information about He points out that through his have long -hair- and- -you're
panies or people whO give the ticket sales will be announced at person-to-person advertising spending your good money."
plan the water softener, garbage
ratings to the movies.
a later date.
disposal, vacumn cleaner,
I am referring particularly to
automobile, carpet or what-havethe movie, "It's a Mad, Mad,
you, will be "free" to you.
Mad, World." This was rated
He tells you that it is easy to
"G"or "GP". I had heard it was
interest a few of your friends or
a comedy and my eight year old
neighbors in getting the same
child made plans to go with a
article without having to pay for NEW
friend. Right before she was to
YORK
iUPI)—The
Funeral services for Mrs.
leave, a friend called me and Lucille Estell of Paducah, for- it.
stock market opened higher in
He implies that you will brisk trading today.
casually mentioned that a friend merly of Murray, were held
of hers had seen this movie the Sunday at the Mount Zion Baptist probably make money over and
While the news background
day before and was thoroughly Church, Paducah, with Rev. H. above the actual price of his item. remained encouraging, analysts
He wants to rush you into the generally believed some kind of
disgusted with it. Now this was a E. Ellis officiating.
deal right now . . tonight.
middle aged lady who had seen
technical downward correction
Burial was in the Murray City
the movie and my friend said "I Cemetery with the arrangements He asks you to sign all the usual was long overdue.
sales
agreements—just
like
any
Shortly after the opening, the
don't believe you will want your by the Mundy Funeral Home,
purchaser
Dow Jones industrial average
child to see the movie". I became Paducah.
was up more than a point,
concerned and called the theatre Mrs. Estell died Thursday at
while advances were leading
and asked the girl for a correct 4:10 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
declines, 198 to 115.
rating and was it o.k. for an eight Paducah.
In the firmer steels, U.S.
year old to see. She said "Sure". Survivors are her mother, Mrs.
1
4 to 3334, while
Steel gained /
So, as the plans were already Offie Walls of Paducah; four
(Continued From Page One)
/
4,
Bethlehem rose 3os to 231
made and the movie time in 30 sisters, Mrs. Mary Helen Payne
minutes she left.
and Mrs. Virginia Blanton, both Murray -Calloway Count; Republic 111 to 303i, and Armco
When she returned home I of Murray, Mrs. Shirley Stub- Hospital.
1,4 to
didn't even have to ask her - she blefield of Philadelphia, Pa., and
Also injured and treated at the General Motors and Ford
/
4 and
was very disappointed. And as a Mrs. Emma Mae Perry of emergency room at the hospital dipped k8 apiece to 791
rule she thoroughly loves movies Paducah; two, brothers, Nathan were Mr. Hopkins who had a 5618.
and is very mature for her age. and D. P, Stubblefield; both of chest injury, Brenda Hopkins, Union Carbide surrendered 12
the mixed
She said,"Mother, there was bad Murray.
age 15, of Dexter, whn had a to 423.3 among
Chemical
talk in it and I didn't see anything
slight head injury and 'left leg chemicals. Allied
251
/
4, but
funny about it until the end." she
injury, and Tonya Henderson of gave up 111 to
added Is to 333.4,, and
didn't mention the bedroom
Benton Route One, who had no Monsanto
was k{ higher
scene to nie, but I had heard
apparent injuries. They were Eastman Kodak
about that.
Is
reported to all be passengers in at 75%.
In the. oils, Atlantic Richfield
I believe in sex education but
the Hopkins truck.
picked
up % to 65%, with
not for a child to see it in a public
Mr. Campbell's wife was
30%, Occidentheatre. I'm not a "feudy-duedy"
treated at the Houston-McDevitt Phillips up % to
higher at 17%, and
- let the movies run "R""X" or
Clinic. Mr. Campbell and their tal %
as "far out" as they will for the Word has been received here of daughter, Susan were reported Natomas ahead % to 57%:
/
4 in
/
4 to 3111
IBM climbed 11
people who like that kind. But the death of Bro. I. W. Rogers not injured.
electronics. Burroughs fell
what has happened to movies who passed away early Sunday
Reports are that both Hopkins the
that a child can see without a morning, January 17, in San and Campbell were going north 114 to l0474, and Honeywell
bedroom scene or dam -(except Antonio, Texas, where he made on U. S. Highway 641 North when was N lower at 8734. Memorex
/
4.
-8 to 581
,the kiddies movies for I to 3 on his home.
the collision occurred. The gained 1,
/
4 to 160,
Walt Disney rose 11
Sat.) This, is one thing the one Bro. Rogers was born and Hopkins truck teas reported to
1
4- to 84%.
but Polaroid gave up /
theatre should be commended for reared in Calloway County and have been hit in the rear.
- but this does not solve the served as pastor of several
problem the other six days a churches
McCracken,
in
week.
Calloway, and Graves counties.
With four theatres and a drive- He was 83 years of age and his
in in Murray; I believe one death was due to a heart attack.
theatre could specialize in The minister is survived by his (Continued From Page One)
movies for adults and children wife, Mrs. Lottie (Allen) Rogers;
who prefer this kind of movies. two antis, I. W. Rogers, Jr., of mg., fifty ampules of Demerol,
Federal State Market News
Recently, in an out of town Austin, Texas, and Rice Williams and also an undetermined
paper (about 50 miles from Rogers, now serving with the U. amount of prescription drugs in a Service January 18, 1971
Murray) I read a letter to the S. Air Force in Vietnam; one pill or capsule form, Sgt. Spann Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 10
editor from a ten year old boy sister, Mrs. Jessie M. Morre of said in his report.
who was concerned about this Kjssin-unee, Fla.; four grand- After the robbery the person or Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 3364 Est. 900
same thing.
children; a large number of persons left the building by
Barrows
and Gilts fully 25c
an
exit
on
the
south
side
can
we
do,
of
the
What
a.com- nieces and nephews survive
munity, to do somethinr about including several who live in clinic into a staff parking Jot, the -higher Sows steady to 2.5c higher,
this or are we too busy to be Calloway County; and a number report said. The thief or thieves
concerned or don't want to get of other relatives and friends also tried to open a large safe in US 1-3 200-240 lbs 815.75-16.25;
the outer office, but did not US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $15.25-15 75;
involved.
here.
I, too, prefer my name not be Funeral services are in- succeed, according to the police US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 814.75-1525
-US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $14.25-14 75.
used - ( I'd probably be run out-of complete pending the arrival of report.
SOWS
I'm
sure
I
speak
for
but
Murray)
his son, Rich from Vietnam. The
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 811,50.1225
many parents and young people, Porter-Loring Funaral Home of
US 1-3 300-550 lbs. $10.75-11 75;
as I've heard them say the same San Antonio, Texas, has charge Heston re-elected
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. 89.75-10.75.
•
arrangement*.
Burial
wilLthing. '
the
__of
- —tfteLLY-WOOD-.--Sincerely, be in San Antonio
Charlton liesturi has been reName held by request.
elected president of the Screen
Actors Guild by a vole of ARMBANDS IN SCHOOL OK
LOSE LICENSES
, NEW ORLEANS .(UPI)—The
seven to one Over his coMpetii
1:104 of the Jairkel used, in
the Baited. States come,: from Two Calloway rountians have t'on.
5th U.S. Circuit Court of
recently had their drivers
'muftis
Appeals . ruled
Thursday
(licenses suspended according to
students may wear black
the list released by the Departarmbands to school.
ment of Public Safety. They are: SLALOM WINNERS
'"After all, over 44,000 AmeriRonald W. Comer, 701 Vine St., STOWE, Vt. UPI—Karen cans haite died in
Vietnam, and
Murray; and,lohn T.Owen, Rt. I, Budge of Jackson. Wye., and 19- all of us must mourn
them,"
Almo
year old Perry Thompson of the cowl. ,aid. The ruling
Mammoth hakes, Calif.-, Sunday overturned an earlier decision
won the slalom events in the by a federal tourt in Dallas
large
111:1%
rit,,n' 111.111 ,4'%.'11
Starr Trophrraces, held in zero which prohibited the armbands
.r.elemperallra,
in that
Continued From Page Onel

News

Chamber .. .

Highway 641 N. — Murray
OPEN 9A.M.-9 P.M. - MON.-SAT

Prices In This Ad Good Mon., Tues., Wed. - Jan. 18-19-20

Assorted styles and colors,
wet looks, plaids, solids.
Short, medium and midi
lengths. A great opportunity
to purchase finest quality
coats at gigantic savings!

Today's Stock
Market

Funeral Is Sunday
For Mrs. Estell

Wrecks ...

* LUNCHEONETTE *
SPECIAL
Wednesday Night
5-7 p.m.

ITALIAN SPAGHETTI
Tossed Salad
French Bread
Tea or Coffee
Solids, stripes and plaids in

ALL YOU
CAN EAT! $

men's permanent press long sleeve shirts.

1 17

W. Rogers
Dies In Texas

Drugs . . .

GIANT SIZE

RECLINER
Handsome vinyl- $
covering ,quality
crafted for longer,
more durable use

Purchase Area
Hog Market

GARBAGE CAN
With Purchase of

CAN CARRIER

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE
753-8119
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